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J. Grinton - Abstract ofI'hesis

The selection and progress of young mlnlng eI:lployeesin the
National Coal 30ard, with special reference to the use of the
Industrial Training Research Unit ('~ambridge) Job Disposition
Questionnaire.

'?his thesis is concerned \vith a project to find a. valid form
of selection in the recruitoent of young -:rainees for the Ir.:':.::;.
It describes an attempt to establish the predictive validity
of two tests devised by the Industrial rraining Research Unit
(Cambridge): one is an occupational interest inventory called
the Job Disposition Questionnaire and the other is a special
aptitude test called the Trainability Test.

I'he design and completion of the J .D.Q. study was the responsibility
of the writer ....no .-jasalso one of the team uhe designed the :n.~.3.
Trainabili ty Test and throughout the who Le study act ed as
liaison \'liththe i.T.R.U. The structure and. procedures of the
~.C.3. were a major influence in the design, :nethodolo~J and
outcome of the project.

The J.D.Q. is based on finding a statistically proven "job
profile" of likes and dislikes of the present successful
incumbents of the job to compare with those of potential recruits.
Thus the validation of the J.D.Q. consisted of successfully
establishing the mining profiles, using them to score the J.D.Q.
performance of recruits and then recording absence and
supervisors' assessments of their performance over an eighteen
month period to compare Kith their J.D.Q. scores.

The Trainabili t;rTest is a job-specific test, designed around
the essential elements of that job. This part of the study
consisted of designing and staging a test, giving it to
pre-selected recruits and, as before, monitoring their progress.

No statistically significant correlations were found betNeen
tests and job progress scores but there was an observable match
between test scores and supervisors' asses~ments for the J.D.Q.

These findings are partly confirmed in two other industrial
studies where no ecpirical correlations wer-e found but one
showed a similar positive trend on their J.D.~. study.

The difficulties of sustaining a long study, relying on people
in many different locations, were \-/e11 lllustrated as were also
the limitations associated with some of the chosen criteria.

T'he results wer-e suf'f'Lci errtLy encouraging to suggest setting up
a second stage of the study to assess the participants new that
they have more JOD experience; and the results from the external
studies point to a need to continue v:ith the work on special
aptitude testing.
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CHAPTER OUE

INTRODUCTION

This project is concerned with an assessment of the selection
and progress of young mining employees in the National Coal Board,
tTith special reference to the use of the Industrial Training
Research Unit (Cambridge) Job Disposition Questionnaire and
Trainability Test.

The present method of selection for the N.C.B. consists of
written application, two written tests of English and l~athematics
and an interview. Those successful applicants who have been selected
as prospective apprentices are then given tuo more l'lrittentests
of Electrical and Mechanical Comprehension. Those who are
finally selected are then employed for a probationary period of
six months.

Because of the lack of job opportunities throughout industry
generally, the number of applicants to the N.C.B. over recent
years has increased enormously. At the same time the trend in
the N.C.B. has been to limit recruitment and any wrong selection
represents not only a waste of company resources but the loss of
a job opportunity for some other youngster. Under these
circumstances the wastage of 123 out of 3559 (3.45~~)in the
year 1982/83 and 76 from a reduced total of 2083.(3.64>0) employed
in 1983/34, is undesirable.

A review of the selection methods was prompted through
contact with the I.T.R.U. who have developed several selection
tests of Hhich, it \lassuggested, the Job Disposition Questionnaire
might be of use in our selection process.

- 1 -
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The J.D.~. is a tYre of self-report inventory - a multiple
choice questi~nnaire, containing forty nine questions on personal
preferences, under the four main subjects of Physical Environment,
Social Environment, ;','orkContent and.\'jorkI.lethod.
It can be used to identify ·rjob profiles" corresponding to
particular occupations and a successful applicant would be
expected to obtain a high score of answers which match that
job profile. It could be said to be concerned with the aspect
of Job Expectation on the part of the applicant \vhichhas only
been covered previously in the ~r.C.B. by the not ins,ignificant
question of whether the applicants come from a mining family.

During preliminary discussions about the J.D.Q. another
test was recomoended - the Trainability Test. This is a practical
test and in application it involves designing an activity which
represents the actual job for which the test will be used to
select. It is a job specific test and has already been applied
quite successfully in other manual industries.

This writer is employed in the role of Employment Officer
attached to the Headquarters !Ianpowerand Training Branch of the
Industrial Relations Department. Amongst other functions,
my branch has a responsibility for recruitment and selection
practices for our industrial workforce throughout the coalfields.
It was in an effort to update these practices that I was given
sole responsibility for designing and carrying through the J.D.Q.
project to completion and was one of a team of three involved in
designing and administering the Trainability Test.

- 2 -
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CHAPTER r:iC

DEVELOPI·:EUT CF INTEREST I:lVEliTCRIES

Se1f-re;ort inventories have developed over the years, tneir

constituent parts ~oth of concept and design comin6 from many

different sources.

It was the English bi.olc3ist Sir Francis Gal ton who ;·:as

primarily responsible for launching the testing movement through

his investigations on heredity tOhards ~he end of the last

century (Anastasi 1982). He also adapted a number of statistical

techniques to facilitate the analysis of the test results.

This work ..las continued by a st uderrt of his - Karl Pearson.

Multiple choice and other 'objective' item types were first

introduced by Arthur S. Otis in an unpublished intelligence test

designed for group testing, which he handed over to the Army

for use in 'lorld Har I.

The prototype of the personality questionnaire or self-report

inventory was the Personal Data Sheet developed by vioodall to

identify seriously neurotic men during Horld flar I (Dubois 197J:

Symond 1931: Goldberg 1971). Some subsequent tests concentrated

on narrow areas of behaviour or on more distinctly social responses

while a later development still ,':asthe contribution of

questionnaire type tests for quantifying the expression of

interests and attitudes.

- 3 -
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The earlier interest inventories were mostly designed to

assess individual interests in different fielc.s of I-:ork.

More recent ones reflect certain major changes ~ertaining to

an emphasis on self-exploration, so that there are now instru~ents

available for the individual to study their own test results

and relate them to occupational information and other data

about personal qualifications and experience.

A second change concerns the measurement of interests where

there is more e~phasis on expanding the career options open to

individuals~ Thus the interest inventories are being used to

acquaint the individual with suitable occupation~ that they

might not otherwise have considered.

The Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory represents the 1974

revision of the Strong Vocational Interest 31ank, the construction

of which was first formulated by E.K. strong in 1919/20 (Fryer 1931:
Campbell 1971). Strong found that different groups of professional

people showed consistent differences from other groups in what

they said they liked and disliked, extending to facets of life

beyond their job. It thus proved feasible to prepare an inventory

that explored an ind.ividual's interests and thereby to determine

how closely their interests resembled those of persons successfully

engaged in particular occupations. In a systematic programme

carried out over many years, norms for different occupational

grou~s were provided.

- 4 -
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The S.V.I.3. introduced two principal procedures in the

measure~ent of occupational items, namely t~e respondents like

or dislike for a variety of specifio activities, objects or ty",es

of persons that they encountered in daily living and the empirical

keying of responses for different occupations.

~lhile the S.V.I.B. is one of the oldest inventories,

Anastasi (1982) chooses the Jackson Vocational Interest Survey

as one of the newest and uses it to illustrate the development

of interest inventqries. The J.D.~. used in this project has

been applied to a variety of industries and the results have been

developed into a package for use by the Careers Guidance Servioe,

called JOm.:A:rCH,which closely resembles the J.V.I.S.

Comparing old and new strong focuses on specific occupations,

both in item selection and normative interpretation, while the

Jaokson utilises broad interest areas in both item development

and its scoring system. In the Strong the large majority of items

are independantly oarked _ like, indifferent, dislike - by the

respondent; in the Jackson all items are of the forced choice

type. In its construction the Jaokson refleots the current, more

strongly based, theory approaoh to test construction as well as

methodological advances made possible by the advent of high speed

computers (Jackson 1977).

- 5 -
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The J.V.I.S. measures two types of dimensions - one defined

in terms of work roles anti the other of wor-k styles. ~'jorkroles

pertain to what a person does on a job and some are closely

associated with a particular occu~ation or type of occupation.

\lork styles refer to a working environment in which a certain

kind of behaviour is expected. The choice of dimensions to be

measured was guided by published research on the psychology of

work, on factor analysis and rational classification of vocational
interest items. Definition of items wer e refined by reference to

the dictionarJ of Occupational Titles and, from a pool of 3000

items, the final form of the J.V.I.S. contains 34 scales covering

26 work roles and ~ work styles.

Jobmatch oonsists of the Job Disposition Questionnaire,

an answer sheet, a portfolio of 40 job profiles and a book of

corresponding job descriptions with information references.

The Jobmatch inventory was designed to be applicable to both male

and female respondents under 30 years of age and the job groups

included were arrived at after consulting the CenOT classification

of semi-skilled and unskilled occupations. In choosing the items

on the final version of the Questionnaire high face validity,

with reference to the jobs for which it was designed to select,

vaa an important consideration.

standard. score norms for each occupation were oomputed by

comparison r:ith the scores of a normative sample of the general

working popUlation. These were then reproduced in the form of

stencils to represent job profiles.

- 6 -
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The respondent uses the answer sheet ~hich is in fact, the

base chart on which to fit the job profile stencils. They can

compare their own answers ~;ith the profiles, arrive at their own

scores and compare them 1-Jith the required job scores.

The appropriate job descriptions can then be referred to along

with a narrative description of the normative ?references,

derived from the J.D.Q.. item hording.

The development of a profile and job description for the

National Coal Board, ,;.-hichis included in Jobmatch, provided

the basis for this project.

- 7 -
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QHA?TER THREE

IlEVELOPKE:rr OF SPECIAL AFTITUDE TESTS

In the early days of the testing movement, the main concern

was ..:ith intelligence but it was soon recognised that intelligence

tests were limited in their coverage of abilities. Special

aptitude tests were designed in an effort to fill the gaps and

amongst the first of these \..ere mechanical aptitude tests.

A large scale investigation of mechanical aptitude at the

Universi ty of i!innesota, completed in 1930 b;r Donald G. Paterson

produced three tests - the fannesota Spatial Relations Test,

the Minnesota Assembly Test and the Minnesota Paper Form Board -

which are still being used today.

The goal of facilitating the selection process led to the

development of test batteries, for example the General Aptitude

Test Battery ..:hich was developed by the United States Employment

Service. This set of nine aptitude tests covers gener~l

intelligence, verbal ability, numerical ability, spatial ability,

form perception, clerical perception, motor coordination, finger

dexterity and canual dexterity.

Cn the premise that the same pattern of essential aptitudes

often characterises a number of rel~ted jobs, a portfolio of

twenty two standard Occupational Ability Patterns, obtained

from the GATE, is used to compare with an individual's response

pattern. These standard patterns concentrate on the ~urd elements

of the jobs so that they can be used in as wide a range of

situations as possible - the GAr'3 covers five hundred jobs -

but in doing so it is inevitable that they become less relev~nt

to any specific job (Tyler 1963).

- 3 -
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The I.T.R.U. claim that this is so in ~ost aptitude tests.

They argue the exa:uple of "manual dexterity" saying tb-at many

jobs require some kind of manua l dexterity: those of sewi ng'

machinists, garage mechanics, plasterers, electronic asse:nblers,

typists: and yet :nost of the tests involve similar types of

manipulative tasks commonly requiring the applicant to select

and place components in holes or slots of the correct shape

(LT.R.U. 1978).

Anastasi (1982) states th~t "the simple psychometric fact

that test validity must be ascertained for specific uses of the

test, has been long familiar." Further, that "for several

decades the prevalent opinion in personnel psychology was that

selection tests should undergo full scale validation against

local criteria of job performance." Practical problems can

interfere with this process though; there may not be enough

existing, reliable criterion measures; there may not be

enough employees performing the jobs in question to provide

an adequate sample and anyway; present employees are always

pre-selected - the rejected applicants cannot be included.

Interest came to be focused more on content validation

of personnel selection tests. One procedure used for content

validation is the Probatio!"'~ry Period - \-lhensuccessful applicants

selected by the tests are employed on the job but on a

probationary contract. This is already used in the N.G.B.,

and will continue to be used, but it does incur costs of eoployoent

and training whi ch we are seeking at least to reduce.

- 9 -
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Another method is to use a Job Sample to select. Here the

test is part of the work to be performed on the job, the task

and conditions being uniform for all those tested.

A third methcd is Simulation, which reproduces the functions

performed on ~he job. Simulation and Job Sample are quite close

in concept and indeed the Trainability Test, thqugh falling into

the job sample category, allot-;ssimulation if danger could arise

from applicants performing part of the actual job.

The first step towards establishing test validity depends

on a thorough and systematic job analysis (l1cCormick 1979).
An effective job analysis should concentrate on those aspe9ts

of performance that differentiate most sharply between the better

and the poorer workers. In the book tI.;'ptitudeTesting" Hull (1928)

stressed the importance of t~ese differentiating aspects of job

performance which he called "critical part-activities".

Later this concept was re-emphasised by Fl~nagan (1949:1950)
under the name of "cri tical requirements" tihich he used in his

Critical Incident technique. This technique involves the supervisor

in keeping a record of specific instances of such behaviours over

a certain period of time.

The focus on critical job requirements led to the development

of the Job Element method for cpnstructing tests and demonstrating

their content validity. Much work was done on this ,jY Pri:noff

and his associates at the U.S. Office of Personnel r.!anageJ:Jent.

In work done on this side of the Atl~ntic, Alec Rodger too has

argued the need to base analysis ef jobs on the study and comparison

of people who have proved sui table or unsuitable in performing

them (Rodger 1.155: Rodger .):Cavanagh 1962).

- 10 -
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That is the concept on wh i ch the Trainabili t;:,"Test is based.

In developing a test the I.T.R.U. insist that intervieKs should

be held. tiith supervisors I job instructors and wor-ker-sof va.rying

degrees of experience and job s~ccess. Firm advice is given

to concentrate the intervie:;s on questions about ..hat differentiates

a poor worker from a good one. From these Lnt er-views a "cri tical

list" of d.ifferentiating activities is compiled and the task for

the test is designed to incorporate as many of these items as

possible.

- 11 -
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CEAP'rER FCUR

RESEARCH D'::;SIGN

~he selection process is founded on the hypothesis that

the variables tested for at the ti~e of selection do affect

job perfor~ance afterwards.

To select for any given job, job !amily or total organisation,

we must identify the chara:teristics or variaoles that influence

performance (Guion 1975).

The art of selection long ago reached the stage of measuring

to a useful degree the abilities and aptitudes needed to learn

or perform a job competently and achieving good correlations

oetween selection procedures and performance criteria (Frisby et a1

1959: I'!cl,!ahon1962). The returns for further efforts in this

direction is likely to be limited but we still have a long way

to go in tackling the area of personal values, attitudes and

needs that keeps an individual interested, motivated and

satisfied with his work (Clarke Downs & Mottram 1980).

While the selection process cannot assume all the responsibility

for fitting the person to the job, it is more likely to facilitate

the emergence of employees who are both satisfactory and

satisfied if personal needs are taken in-;o account as .;ell as

potential to acquire skills: "Capacities ~nd inclinations;

abilities and interests" (Rodger Cc Cavanagh 1962). Often,

insufficient use is made of an individual's capacity for making

decisions on his or her Orm suitability for a job if given

the right informaticn (Do\-;nset aL 1973).

- 12
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Personnel selection is all too often looked on as a u~ilateral

decision making process on the part of the selector; a view

which inevitably reduces the emphasis on "feelings" and focuses on

!':lorequantifiable factors (Clarke et al 1930).

The research began then l"lith a model of the ps~rchological

determinants of behaviour to est~blish ~ossible performance

variables :-

Behaviour Function of ability + Specific aptitude

+ Specific skills + Hotivation + Values

+ Inter:::sts

The project ..;as directed towards :-

1. Identifying "ihich variables were already tested

in the current selection process.

2. Introducing tests for the vari~bles not covered and

administering them to applicants already selected

by the established procedures.

3. Monitoring job progress of the successful applicants

to compare with their performance on the selection

tests.

In the N.C.3. the objective of selection is to satisfactorily

place juvenile recruits - under eigtteen years of age - in

different work disciplines wh i ch , because of the associated

formal qualifications, are accepted as ~equiring different

academic abilities.

- 13 -
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The selection Gr0·.lPS are - ::lectrical apprentices and

I-fechanical apprentices, both of ,,:hichare associated. \'[i th the

national craft apprenticeship schenas - :,liningapprentices,

who follow a course ~hich is exclusive to the N.~.3.and is

intended to develop our first line supervisors - and :hning

trainees, Kho attend technical school but mainly undergo

practical training.

In our present selection process, the variable of Ability

is equated with academic ability and it is considered that the

written test papers deal with this aspect. The test papers

were specially devised by a rlorking party from the N .C.B. who

were advised by the University of Edinburgh.

The variables of motivation, interests and values are

considered at intervie~s held by staff in each Coalfield Area

Training Office. All the recruits for an Area are interviewed

by the same team of people.

The specific aptitudes and skills can only be tested in

a practical way, it is thought, during the six months probation

period. The probation is applicable to both e~ployer and

employee so that d.~ring this time juveniles can change groups

on recommendation by colliery staff, .they can be di:>missed and,

of course, some leave voluntarily.

- 14 -
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The only part of our selection pr-ccecur-e whicl: could be

said to be standard throug~out the N.G.B. is the written testing

- all Areas use these tests ~hich are adninistered to large

groups in classroom situations at Training Centres. The human

factor, at least, causes variation in the reoainder and it became

clear that any s tandar d test ,-;hichpurported to mea aur-e any of

the other factors might usefully augment the established

procedures.

The introduction and ~~ide for users of the J.p.Q. (Clarke &
Hartston 1979) says- that "the Job Disposition Questionnaire is

a ~eohnique designed to indicate the jobs or work areas for ,-[hich

an individuai is liell disposed and to steer him clear of those

where he will be less happy."

The J.D.Q. is then a self-interest inventory designed to

measure interests and, to a degree, indicates both motivation

and values relevant to the work situation.

Another test devised and pioneered by the I.T.R.U. which has

proved successful in other manual industries is the "Trainability

Test". This test is designed to measure specific aptitudes and

specific skills.

It was decided that both the J.D.Q. and the Trainaoility

Test might add other dimensions to our present procedures and

should be tested for their effectiveness in selecting for the

llational Coal 30ard.

- 15 -
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j;Iethod

There are t••o generally accepted methods of validating tests

for personnel selection. One of these is the "present employee"

methoQ, consisting of testing present employees anQ correl~ting

the test results with an appropriate criterion of job success.

The other, the "folloH up" I:lethod,consists of testing

new employees ~t the time of hiring, filing the test results and,

at a later date, determining the relationship between the test

results obtained at the time of hiring and the criterion measures

of the employees after they have had some experience in the job.

A testing programme should make use of both T.easures if it is

to yield maximum benefit (Tiffin & :;!cCormick'1966).

The J.D.Q. already involves both methods in the course of

its administration while the Trainability Test involves lengthy

consultation with present employees to establish the test content

before the "follow up" rne-:;hcd.is applied. Thus the tests

themselves dictated the methods to be used in the research

}:rogramme.

- 16 -
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CHAPTER FIVE
TEST PRIllGIFL3S

The objective evaluation of tests involves, primarily,

the determination of the reliability and the validity of the test

in specified situations.

As used in psychometries reliability always means consistency,

while validity concerns the degree to which the test actually

measures what it purports to measure (Anastasi 1982).

Reliabili ty

Reliability can be explained by asking how accurately or

how consistently does a test measure whatever it does measure

(Tyler 1963).

Traditionally, reliability has been defined as consistency

of measurement - referring to the consistency of scores obtained

by the same person when re-examined with the same test on

different occasions. This indicates the extent to \-Ihich

individual differences in test scores are attributable to true

differences in the characteristics under consideration and the

extent to which they are due to chance errors.

In 1949 Thorndike described reasons affecting an individual's

test performance - come of which were inherent in the test, some

stemmed fr~m the person taking the test and some from the

environment in which the test was administered.
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The first two groups of reasons are identified by using

the test-retest method. In developing the test the I.T.R.U.

have already established the reliability of the J.D.(. using

the test-retest method tlith 91 schoolchildren at an interval of

two weeks. All showed a tendency to change their res;onses

to some of the questions. A fairly consistent level of 25,-

changed responses ~as recorded - a normal occurrence in interest

questionnaires \iith teenagers (I.'r.R.U. 1982). The scores on

the profiles however remained quite stable. The levels of

retest reliability on profile scores, using a Spearr.lanrank

correlation coefficient, ranged from 0.62 to 0.88 (all better

than 0.005 level of significance), with male profiles proving

more stable than female profiles.

To pursue this further was considered to be both

unnecessary and inappropriate to our study because both tests

set a precondition that any applicants should be quite new

to the industry and a retest implied a time lapse during which

some experience ..lould be gained. It was also considered to be

impractical in terms of arranging for the applicants to take the

tests on two separate occasions.

However, the one source of possible error variance which

we could try to eliminate concerned the test environment,

including the people a~~inistering and measuring the test.
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For the degree of correspondence cet ween scores assigned by

different observers, Cattell (1957) offered the term "conspect

reliability". One of the tests to be used, the Trainabi1ity Test,

included a subjective assessment - the ability of the ass.ssor

to differentiate subjectively between trainees being the principle

on which the test is founded. Eowevez-, a rating scale to give

a standard guide to the assessment is included as part of the test

package and, for this project, it was anticipated that the same

person would administer the test to all the trainees.

For both the tests though it ...as necessary to ensure that

they were administered in a standard way -_ with the same

introductory words, in the same environment or similar type of

environment and always in the first weelc of employment.

Validity

Fundamentally, all procedures for determining test validity

are concerned with the relationship between performance on the

test and other independently observable facts about the behaviour

characteristics under oJservation (Anastasi 1982).

The Technioal Recommendations for Psychological Tests and

Diagnostic Tech~iques (A.P.A. et al 1954) referred to four

aspects of validity - predictive, concurrent, content and

construct validities. Each of these four terms refers to the

process of i:westigation throu~h uhich the accuracy of inferences

to be derived frcm test scores may be evaluated (~ronoach 1971).
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Predic~ive and concurrent validatio~ are used to evaluate

inferences about the relationship of a test score to a criterion,

while content and construct validities are wore concer-ned \';i th

the in~rinsic menning of ~dst scores - t~ey oouli be referred to

thread underlying all four could be said to be that validity

is concerned with how relevant test scores are to somethinff else

and that validity is represented by a correlation between the

test and that something else - "hether it be the whole domain

of possible situations sampled by the test, the behaviour

to be predicted, the related characteristics or some hypothetically

pure measure of the construct being measured (Guion 1965).

Content Validity

If it can be accepted that a test is simply a standard

sample of some kind of behaviour, then content validation involves

the systematic examination of the test to determine whether it

covers a representative sample of the behaviour to be measured.

Content validity is built into a test from the outset through

the choice of appropriate items.

In the J.D.Q. the forty nine items of the final version

were arrived at after rigorous selection from a large initial

pool and are thought to be applicable, in principle, to most

aspects of any industrial occupation.
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rhe Trainability Test is a ~ractical test involving training

the applicant in part of an actual job, using so~e of the real

machinery or tools. The decision about rlnich piece of work

should figure in the test is arrived at after consultation with

present employees, supervisors and management about the essential

practical elements of the job. As such then it is considered

to have high content validity.

Even so this satisfactory representation of the total job

was not necessarily contributive to the total validity of the test

for the N.C.B. It might be that items included there, although

part of the job, are not predictive of future performance in

mining.

Faoe Validity

Another aspect considered in choosing the tests to be tried

was face validity. When a test has the appearance of measuring

factors germane to the job it is said to have face validity

(Siegel 1969). Such an appearance of validity is generally

regarded as a desirable characteristic in industrial tests.

Such tests look meaningful and therefore facilitate acceptance

of the testing programme by both management and applicants.

For the J.D.Q. test a high face validity is claimed by

the I.T.R.U. This is demonstrated by using the items that emerge

from the statistical production of a job profile. In general,

the item words do appear to give a good description of the job

when taken directly from the questionnaire. (Appendix I gives

the J .D.Q. description of an underground mine:·;orker)
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The Trainaoility Test, again, uses an aotual part of the job

for whioh it is being used to select and so has high face

validity 'too.

In this general area of appearance, S. Juin and 3.J. Keening

(1982) argue the case for "contingency validity" in forced-choice

questions. They state that the randomised technique of putting

statements into forced-choice item pairs is a major flaw in the

Jackson Vocational Interest Survey. The introduction of contingency

validity is advocated in the construction of matched state~ents

into forced choices so that paired state~ents relate to each

other with one theme. This condition was met in the forced-choice

J .D.Q. by each question having item choices \-11~ichare variants

concerning one particular job condition. (See Appendix II for

the Job Disposition Questionnaire.)

Criterion-related Validity

Criterion-related validation procedures indioate the

effectiveness of a test in predicting an individual's behaviour

in specified situations. For this purpose performance on the test

is checked against a criterion _ a direct and independent measure

of that which the test is designed to predict. So criterion-

related validity was appropriate to our study of the tests.
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The .d..P.A.1'est Standards (197~) d.ifferentiate betwe en

predictive and concurrent validity on the basis of time relation

between criterion and test. Of the two types Siegel (1969) says

that predictive validity is perhaps the more convincing for

personnel selection. To demonstrate it the test must be

administered to job applicants who are then hired regardless of

their test score. The scores are kept until some subsequent

time when a measure of job performance becomes available to be

used as a criterion. The test scores are then correlated with

this criterion, thereby indicating the pot-lerof the test to

predict subsequent performance. As this was already the chosen

procedure , it only remained to decide upon v:hict criteria to use

for the study.
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Procedures

CHAPTER SIX

FRCCEDURES

Cooneration

The two tests, the J.D.Q. and the Trainability Test, are

quite different from each other - the former is a pe~cil and

paper test while the latter is a pracical test; the J.D.Q. is

ready to use wherever it is suitable, the Trainability Test is

job specific and the activity involved must be designed according

to the job for which it selects. Thus the practical procedures

were different for each test. However, it was essential for the

success of both tests to gain the necessary cooperation for their

administration.

The N.C.B. has three levels of management - the Board, Areas

and Collieries. It is a "staf:~ and line" type of organisation.

Policy formulated by the Board at Headquarters is passed do~m

the line to Area Directors who are directly accountable to the

Board. Area Directors in turn hold Colliery Managers to account.

At Headquarters and Area levels there are different departments

whose function is to collect the infor~tion.on Whieh:--theBoard
,'_ • I,'

formulates policy and then, to aid and observe the application

of those policies.
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National :::03.1 Board Or;:anisation Structure

ether
Departments

3 0 A R D

Manpower
&

Training
I

iiages

I AREAS!

I---'~"~
Industrial Other

Training
Officers

COLLIERIESj

DepartmentsI
IManpower

11
Training
I

Wages

The diagram above attempts to illustrate the structure
of the National Coal Board.

It was in the role of providing information vlhicheight
affect the Recruitment Folicy that the project was proposed by

the r.:an:;lowerand Training 3ranch at Headquarters level.
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non-production act iva ties t end to have a lo••er ~riori ty

in this production-based. industry. Als:), inherent in this type

of organisation, a degree of autonomy is exercised at each level.

To ensure the successful completion of the project then it was

essential to gain the full approval of all who might be involved

at each stage of the proceedings.

-First of all, the Director of the ~~npower and Training

Branch - my oun branch - gained approval for the project from

the Departmental Director General of Industrial Relations at

Headquarters.

Once this was obtained r was made responsible for pursuing

the proposed J.D.Q. project: to plan the procedures, to gain

and sustain the cooperation of all those necessary, to carry

the project through to completion and to collect and analyse

all the follow up data.

My first step was to present a paper at a meeting of Area

Branch Heads of Manpower and Training. The project was explained

to them and, having gained their approval in principle, several

matters concerning the administration of the test ,,;ere

discussed. These people in turn informed their Departmental

Heads. Having gained these prelimina.ry approvals, the project

could proceed.
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Timing

If successful, the tests would be used for selection before

applicants have had any contact 'o'lith collieries. For the project,

where it was proposed to use pre-selected recruits, the nearest

equivalen. time would be in the first week of employment.

All new recruits to the N.G.B. spend at least their first week

of employment undergoing off-the-job training at Area Training

Centres, each centre taking all the recruits from its own Area.

This bringing together of the recruits in a few locations, plus

the fact that the starting date for the intake of juvenile

recrui ts differs with each Area, wcul d make it possible for one

person to administer the tests for the study to the participants

on their first day of employment with the N.C.B. and before

they had been in contact with collieries.

Sample Selection

The project required two different samples for the

administration of the J.D.Q. and one for the Trainability Test.

The first distribution of the J.D.Q. to present employees \'lho

met certain conditions set by the I.T.R.U., indicated the use of

quota sampling. For the second use of the Questionnaire with

newly appointed trainees, the degree of cooperation required

from coalfield staff dictated the use of cluster samples taken

where staff had volunteered their assistance.

The Trainability Test also used a cluster sample from one

Area. This for reasons of cost and the availability of facilities

to design this practical test.
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Criteria for Measuring Progress

One other question was common to both tests and that vIas

about the criteria to be used as a measure of job progress _

to compare with test performance.

In deciding on the criteria it lias always necessary to bear

in mind that lJrogress ,..ould be monitored for at least eighteen

months; that with nearly fifty different colliery locations

involved the only feasible v:ay was for the progress reports to be

provided by the colliery staff; that the provision of reports

at a suggested rate of one every three months vas an activity

over and above their normal work load; and ttat no direct

authority was held over them.

It is well accepted in the mining industry that absence is

a prime measure of an employee's discontent. To identify the

cause a little more accurately absence is classified as voluntary,

sick or accidental (being that resulting from a reportable work

accident) and is so recorded by the colliery time-keepers.

Absence is always recorded at collieries and records are kept

for five years. If the project report procedure proved to be

unacceptable, it would always be possible to check on absence at

a later date from colliery records.

Absence then was the first and obvious choice for a criterion

measure - voluntary absence as a direct measure of discontent,

accidental absence as a ~ossible measure of the lack of physical

coordination required and sick absence as a possible indicator of

a lack of physical stamina for the job.
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A colliery procedure which helped to decide on the next

criterion is that of Colliery Training Officers providing

quarterly reports on all juvenile employees i.e. under eighteen

years of age. These reports include a subjective assessment of

progress based on personal kno w.l edge of the juvenile and backed

up by reports from his training supervisors. This is seen as a

great responsibility for the Training Officer because training

is designed in discrete sections and a trainee must be Hholly

competent on one section before he can move on to the next.

In mining competence equates with personal physical safety

which is, literally, of vital importance. So, although purely

subjective, the personal observations on which these reports are

based ,,"ereseen as bona fide measures to be used as one of our

criteria. A five point scale vas designed for use in assessing

this general progress. An odd number scale with a mid-point was

chosen to avoid creating any resistance to providing the reports

through having to make a choice in a close decision. The points

on the scale 'l'lereidentified by word descriptions - very good,

good, average, below average and poor.

It was also c~nsidered that the number of different activities

experienced during the report period would indicate the ability

of the trainee to learn about mining. However, this ~lould be

governed by the amount of time the trainee spent at the colliery

as opposed to the time spent at Further Education establishments.

This proportion varies over the academic year and between

disciplines.
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Report Form

The criteria decided upon were then incorporated in the

design of a pro forma to assist the Training Officers in making

:heir reports and to keep the reports in a standard format.

Finally, it was considered both useful and tactful to leave

a space at the foot of the report for any Training Officer to

add his own co~~ents. The Report Form is included as Appendix III.

Literature Search

Once the basic design of the.project had been decided upon

a·quite extensive literature search was undertaken in an effort

to find reports of other similar industrial studies whioh would

be of help in refining the proposals or in conducting the study.

A computer search through the Lockheed account in the U.S.A.

gave access to the data bases in the Management Contents file,

the ABI/Info file produced by Data Courier and the Education

Resources Information Centre (ERIC) file. At a later date, when

the Dialindex - the Dialog indexing system used to identify data

bases carrying relevant terms - was introduced, an additional

search was made of the Economio Abstraots file.

The searoh was made for papers oarrying titles that inoluded

the words:- Jobmatch, Coal Industry, Coal ?hning, l:anual Worker,

Blue Collar Horker, Selection, Personnel Selection and Selection

Test. One journal paper ...as found \..hich was concerned t-li th the

use of a system coincidentally called Jobmatch by Citibank and

which also used job ~rofiles, ~ut to demonstrate equitable

selection rather than prediction of performanoe.
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The Anbar Abstracts boing back to 197D indicated several

papers relevant to the development of both Jobmatch and Trainability

Testing but again nothing concerned with testing :)redictive

validi ty in the industrial situation. Personnel !.!anagement

and the 3usiness Periodical ~ndex served to confirm this.

The Research Index similarly could not provide any appropriate

subject.

It seems that the :najority of the published ..roz-k on the

subject of industrial selection testing appears on the other

side ef the Atlantic. However, although the interest in such

studies appeared to have r~ached a peak in the mid-70s, the

8th Edition of the Mental Measurements Year ::9ook(1978) had

a desoription 'oyJohn O. ~rites of the S.V.I.B. wha ch dates

baok to the 1920s. The desoription read - "The S.V.I.B. is

the paragon of applied behaviour measures, widely acclaimed

as the bellwether of career counselling and personnel
selection."

In the Psyohologioal Abstracts and the Mental Measurements

Year Books there "lere an over,...helming number of papers to do

with every aspect in the validation of psyohological tests

in general and selection tests in particular, but nothing

could be found specificaily concerning long-term industrial

validation studies which was considered to be of any practical

help.
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CHAFTER SEVEn
JOB DISPOSITION £,UESTIOITNAIRE

Introduction

The J.D.Q. is intended as a measure of job interest rather

than of ability. It was designed to be used in vocational

guidance to ensure that the individuals choose occupations in

which they can function effectively and contentedly. The questions

in it are not related to any particular job - they are more basic,

referring rather to the respondents' likes and dislikes which

can then be related to specific jobs (I.T.R.U. 1982).

The I.T.R.U. state that people working in specific jobs

tend to have a characteristic response pattern to the J.D.Q.

By comparing the res?onses of a job group with those of the

general population norm, items chosen significantly more often

by respondents than by the population as a whole can be identified.

These items taken together form the job prof{le.

Once established, the profile can be used as a guide to selection

by identifying those applicants whose response pattern. to the

J.D.Q. most closely matches the profile.

Initially, the N.e.B. were approached by the I.T.R.U. to

participate in the production of their vocational guidance

package by providing a mining profile to add to their portfolio

of occupational profiles. The n.e.B. agreed to pa.rticipate but

requested that, if a mining profile was established, an attempt

should be made to identify different profiles for our recruitment

selection groups i.e. electrical apprentices, mechanical

apprentices and mining aprrentices.
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The administration of the J.D.Q. consisted of three
stages :-

1. ~istribution of the questionnaire for

completion by present employees.

2. Analysis of the results by the I.T.R.U.

to establish the profiles

3. Administratio;1 of J .D.Q. to selected

juveniles.

Initial Distribution

The I.T.R.U. required that the J.D.Q. should be distributed

to "successful" employees, under thirty years of age and who had

been in post for at least two years. The test is so well founded

that a sample of only fifty present employees ~~s considered

quite large enough to provide a profile - if one existed.

The I.T.R.U. contended that the standard deviation of scores

within job groups tras very low. However, for the N.e.B. other

factors had to be considered.

First of all, if successful the profiles wouLd be introduced

throughout the Board and it would enhance the test's credibility

if all Areas were included in establishing these profiles.

This would mean a postal distribution of questionnaires ••ith

no guarantee that all wcul d be returned.
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Secondly, the loI'.R.U. ,lere looking for a profile to

represent the general "Underground ihnel"orker" and it lias felt

that a general mining profile should be made up of all the

different underground disciplines of electrician, mechanic and

miner, with miner further divided into coalface worker and

haulage man i.e. those who transport equipment and materials

in the underground environment.

Thirdly, an analysis would be made to find any significant

differences which would justify having separate profiles for

each of the juvenile recruitment selection-groups described

earlier. These included ~ining apprentices - our officials or

first line supervisors. The sample needed then to include some

established young officials, that is those who have come through

our internal apprenticeship scheme rather than those who have

become officials after gaining some job experience and then

taking a full time study oourse.

This all indicated the use of quota sampling for the first
distribution of the questionnaire to present employees.

The plan for this stage of the projeot had already been discussed

~ith Area Heads of Training Who had helped in the decision about

quota controls and agreed to distribute the questionnaires.

The danger of quota sampling in being unable to evaluate a

possible sampling error wcu Ld be avoided because the "sample

uni ts" making' up each quota were to be current employees, kno t.n

to us and identifiable. Falsification of returns was unlikely

and so it could be anticipated that this method would provide

an aoceptable survey of a type now widely used commercially,

for instance in market research.
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Twenty questionnaires were sent to each Area Head with

reminders that they should be distributed to those employees

under thirty years of age who had been in post for at least

two years and who were considered to be "good workers".

The respondents could be chosen from different collieries ;·/i thin

their Area but should be distributed among the job disciplines

wherever ~ossible in the proportions of one ~echanic, one

electrician and four face workers to every eight haulage men,

these being the approximate proportions of the workforce

represented by these disciplines. If this was not feasible

then to have the fourteen questionnaires completed by anyone

who met the stipulated conditions.

The instruction about the young officials subsample was - to

include as many as possible who fulfilled the required

condi tions.

This yielded 238 questionnaires, completed by the follo~ling

groups :-

Group Number Approx. /- of Total
V/ground ;lorkforce

Young Officials 69 12%
Face workers 31 24,-
Haulage Uorkers 52 54~~
Mechanics 44 6c'I/J
.electricians 42 4~;

Total 238 ico.,

In analysis the sample \."8.S .;eighted aocording to the numbers in

each discipline subsample and the percentage of all underground

workers represented by their discipline.
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General Population Samnle

Scores on psychological tests are most commonly interpreted

by reference to "norms" \ihich represent the test performance of

a standard sample (Anastasi 1982). It then becomes quite simple

to compare individual scores with the scores obtained by that

standard sample. The I.T.R.U. established such a sample which

they consider to be representative of the general working

population under thirty years of age.

To arrive at this normative sample of the general population,

groups from three geographic areas wer-e chosen Cambridgeshire,

Harlow and Wales. Each main group had subgroups from both

sexes, representing all the main industrial occupations and large

enough in numbers to give reliably characteristic response

patterns. Also included were groups of school children.

The response patterns were then analysed to find out whether or

not there were occupational and regional differences.

The analYSis of these response patterns showed marked differences

between those of occupational groups but no great differences

between those from each region. (The detailed results have been

published in An Introduction to the J.D.Q. and Jobmatch. l.T.R.U.

1982) This supported the intended method of using the J.D.Q.

which was to obtain definitive response patterns for different

job groups to 5~ide individuals towards jobs for which they were

we1l disposed.
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To facilitate the establishment of a set of job response

patterns or profiles, it was decided to have a "general population"

response pattern to represent that of the overall general

population. This could then be used as a standard comparison

against the responses of different job groups in establishing
the job profiles.

As no regional differences between the three main samples

had been found and as it was considered to represent British

industry in microcosm, the sample taken among young Cambridge

workers became the General Population Sample for use in further

studies. Because some differences had been identifie~ between

male and female responses the sample was divided into male and

female with separate profiles for each group. The numbers

involved and some of the occupations are given in Appendix IV.

The statistical method of identifying a job profile was to

be a chi-squared test used on each question to compare the

observed frequency of responses among the job groups with the

expected frequency as predicted from the general population

sample pattern. It was necessary then to obtain as reliable an

indication as possible of the responses pattern of the general

population sample. To this end, the mean scores of all the

occupational groups within the sample were determined and the

final "General Population Respqnse Pattern" obtained by taking

a weighted average of the occupational means - ,·;eightedaccording

to the proportion of the total sample represented by each group.
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It was assumed that the inherent inaccuracies of basing tne

general population sample on the Cambridge regional sample were

insignificant compar-ed \·:ith the large differences bet ween the

jobs theoselves (I.T.R.U. 1979). The general population profile

merely provided a conven i.errtstandard reference with \·;hichto

compare all other job profiles.

Establishing the Mining Profiles

To establish the mining profiles, the choices of the "l-Thole

mining sample were first compared with those of the general

population sample. It lias found that in ans ....er to twenty four

of the questions, the miners chose particular answers

significantly more frequently than the ge!leral population.

This does not necessarily mean that a majority of the mineworkers

chose each of those answer-s - simply that more minewcz-ker-schose

them than did the general population. The chi-squared test was

used throughout to measure the results and only items which had

a significance of .001 or better were included in the profile.

These items are given in Appendix V.

Those twenty four items were then extracted and the res~onses

from all the job groups held by the l.T.R.U. were compared with

them. The results are given in Appendix VI and show that 79.3%
of the mineworkers chose 14 or more of those items out of 24 -
a much higher percentage o~ matching items than from other

occupations. These h:enty four items were taken to represent

the "Underground I-lineworkerProfile".
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Having established the general undergro~~d profile the next

stage "as to try and find any distinct d.ifferences bet ween

disciplines.

For officials the subsample was compared this time, not

with the general population sample but ;ii th the weighted total

mining sample. Allo ••ing only items vIith a significance of .001

or better, a separate profile of 13 items was established.

The comparative scores of the different mining subsamples on

this profile are given in Appendix VII and clearly distinguish

between the young officials and other groups.

The two craft subsamples of electricians and mechanics

scored the lowest on the underground mineworker profile and

so a profile for craftsmen - alrea~ developed by the I.T.R.U.

for inclusion in Jobmatch - .;as introduced.

On this profile electricians from the Electricity Supply

Industry have a mean score of 16.9 and the N.G.B. electricians

a mean SCore of 16.1. The N.e.B. mechanics were also tested

on this profile and had a mean score of 17.1. These results,

included in Appendix VI, justified using the Jobmatch profile

for the N.C.B. selection of craftsmen. However there were not

enough differences between the two disciplines to merit separate

profiles.

The selection procedure recommended after establishing the

profiles was that applicants' responses should first be tested

against the Underground :hneworker profile and successful

applicants should then be tested against the other two profiles.
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!dministering the Test

Once the mining profiles had been established, a further

meeting \,ith the Area Heads of 'rraining was held l.;i th the

purpose of gaining some commitment from them t owar-ds completing

the project. Four of them volunteered to give their full

cooperation and, as this was the essential element for success,

the project became centred on these Areas. Unfortunately, one

of the four was such a distance from the others that it would

have created a problem to visit it as necessary during the

follow up period so, reluctantly, ~t was not included.

The three Areas used for the J.D.Q. were grouped quite near

to each other in the central coalfields.

Arrangements were made, through the Area Heads, with

Training Centre Managers for the questionnaire to be completed

by all the 1982 intake of juveniles from the three N.C.B.

administrative Areas. It was possible to arrange for this to

happen on the first day of employment for all the participants,

at the Area Training Centres, in classroom conditions and for
the same person to conduct all the testing - giving the same

introduction and explanation each time.

In this .iay 447 juveniles completed the questionnaire and their

responses "ere marked against the profiles.
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Follol-lUP

To ensure that the job progress of the participants Nas

properly monitored, visits were ~de to all the collieries

where they would be employed to explain the project and gain

the cooperation of as many Training Officers as possible.

Even though I was working under the auspices of the Area Heads

of Training, the acceptance of the project by Colliery Training

Officers was by no means guaranteed. It has aLr-eady been

explained that some autonomy exists at each level in the

Board's organisation ano. a Collieryi.'raining Officer is not

directly responsible to Area level staff, only functionally

responsible.

It was quite necessary then to go to each colliery where

the respondents were employed to pay a courtesy visit to the

Colliery Manager to tell him of what we were about and then

to meet the Colliery Training Officer. ~hth him the project,

the need for a follow up and the criteria for measuring progress

were all explained and discussed. The progress report pro formas

were introduced and arrangements were made for these to be

completed and forwarded to me each quarter.

At some of the larger collieries the task was delegated by

the Training Officers to one of their assistants. As these

wer-e the people who also acted as Training Supervisors this

was quite acceptable and they too were also made familiar with

all aspects of the project.
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In this ';layforty eigbt collieries were visited - it must

be adzri,tted '.;itc var:ring degrees of success. Some Training

Officers did not wish to participate, the extra office work

entailed being unacceptable to them; others gave lip service

to it at the time but did not participate in practice and it

then became a matter of assessing the number of respondents

involved at a colliery against the dubious effect of ~ersuasion

through more visits.

Interviews

As well as monitoring job progress through the chosen

criteria, it was also suggested by one of the Training Officers

that I might interview the respondents each quarter during the

follow up period to give them an opportunity to assess their

own progress. This would mean special coalfield visits for me

but the suggestion was accepted. 3ecause of the careful

arrangements necessary to ensure that the trainees would all

be available on the same day, shift patterns and educational

timetables needing to be considered, the interviewing was

confined to this one colliery.
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Other Considerations

Our present selection process consists of written tests

and interviews, at which school reports are often referred to.

An attempt was made to obtain the written test results and

copies of the school reports of respondents with the intention

of using them as another set of criterion measures to compare

with both job progress and the I.T.R.U. test results.

However, it seems that once the selections have been made,

both the N.C.B. test results and all else to do with that

recruitment drive are consigned to the Area archives - en bloc -

thus making it very difficult and time consuming to extract

the particular information that would be required.

Further enquiries in pursuit of this at colliery level

revealed some copies of school reports held in the

respondents' personal records and an extract of these is

included as Appendix IX.

On examination this did not appear to be a useful line

of investigation to follow because of the uncertain level
of subjectivity involved in the reports. Also, because the

respondents had attended several different schools, the fermat

of the reports was quited varied and indeed some of the

respondents were never given school reports - at least,

they said not.
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_QliAPTER EIG~""T

l'RAIIlABILITYTEST

Introduction

A Trainability Test is a practical aptitude test, designed

to be specific to the job for which it is required to select.

This method of selection has already been used successfully

in other practical industries.

In principle it is intended to test an applicants' ability to

acquire the skills necessary to perform a job, and to do this

in a reasonably short time.

The test is centred on some simple task, typical of the

work a trainee would be expected to do. The test piece should

be designed to include as many as possible of the physical and

mental attributes needed to train successfully for the job

in question.

The applicant is given a period of instruction on how

to perform the task, then he is allowed to ask questions
before attempting to do the task following the given
instructions.
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Procedures

The Trainability Test is job specific - which means here

that the test piece has to be specially designed to match the

job for ~hich it is to select.

The procedures to be followed in designing a T.T. are:-

1. Analyse the job .;ith reference to the key

operations and essential skills which are

required for its successful performance.

2. Select a task which incorporates these

skills and operations.

3. Write a checklist of errors whioh are liable

to be made during the performance of the

task and fa~lts whioh may be found in the

end product of the test.

4. Decide on a range of ratings on overall

test performance and provide a guide for

instructors on the use of ratings.

5. Design and write a script for the instructor.

6. stage the test.
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1he I.T.R.U. recommend that the best team for designing

a T.T. should include a member of management and an instructor

who has nad considerable "raining experience. For the H.C.B.

it seemed desirable to have a nanagement representative from

both Headquarters and Area levels - the latter having a more

established authority at coalfield level.

It was realised that it would be very costly in terms of

time and the provision of equipment to set up a test, and that

the design team \vould have to be released from their normal

duties. For these reasons the pilot study had to be confined

to one coalfield the North East. This was the first of many

compromises that were made in this study.

So a design team of three w~s selected - myself

representinB' H.Q., an administrative member of the North East

Training Branch who Has formerly in colliery management and

an Adva.nced lUning Instructor from a North East Training Centre.

Job Analysis

In the discussions to find a task to represent "underground

mining", in wha ch a tra.inee might be involved, another compromise

was made. The earlier description of our current selection
procedures serves to indicate that there are many different jobs

involved in the production of coal. The problem "a.s to decide

"Thich one could be said to truly encompass all the essential

mining skills. It was decided to eliminate the two most specialised

disciplines of mechanical and electrical encineering and confine

the choice to the mining discipline.
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Listed under the !:liningdiscipline are over h;enty different

underground jobs - all quite distinct activities and each

requiring its own specific training - anyone of which a trainee

could be involved in. The argument was put forward that the

ultimate aim of selection would be to produce coalface workers

- a successful trainee .·Tillprogress through all the other jobs

to.;ards that goal - and a coalface worker must have all .the

general skills required in mining. :'he compromise ~ras that

it takes some time and experience before a trainee undertakes

coalface training. It would not be pa~t of his initial

training. Even on the coalface though there are several distinct

occupations and it needed further discussions to decide that

the job on which to base the test should be concerned with

the control of roof supports - in mining vernacular

" a chock man".

The principles of Trainability Testing stipulate that

actual machinery shoulibe used in the real job environment.

For the N.e.B. the actual machinery could be provided but it

was not possible to use a real coalface - for obvious reasons.

The plan for this pilot stu~ had to be to use a mock coalface

such as the ones \"lhichare used for aotual coalface training

at Training Centres.
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Selecting a Task

The team dispersed to hold discussions with all the kinds

of people who normally come into contact with coalface workers

- that is instructors, supervisors and other coalface workers -

to try and isolate the key elements which distinguish a skilful

roof support man. In this at least it was possible to include

views from several Areas of the lIational Coal Board.

The consensus of opinion was that the activities necessary

to deal with uneven roof conditions called for most general

mining skills as well as the ones associated with the particular

task. Most important of all, they demanded a high avar-eneea

of safety, the ubiquitous element in all mining activity.

Thus the task for the test became that of moving a pair of

mechanised roof supports fort"ard and placing wooden baulks,

along with assorted snaIl pieces of timber, above the supports

to fill the gap between the top of the support and the roof.

To describe here the mining principles involved would be

a somewhat lengthy process - let it suffice to say that the

potential danger in this task is eliminated by going through

a proper sequence of actions, specific to the task, as is

the case in all mining activities.
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Check lis"

The task is designed to test the trainee's ability to

grasp the important elements of the job and the check list

is designed for recording whether or not he shews that he

has done so. It lists the possible procedural errors to be

checked as the test pr-ocee.d.sand the possible faults in the
end product of the test.

In addition to this listing of faults, the objeotive

skill of the instructor is used to give an overall assessment
of the test performance.

Scri:Jt

The script is of the instructions to be given in the test.

It is for the instructor to follow each time that he gives

the test, to ensure that the instructions are always given

in a standard way. The instructor should memorise it.

Writing the script helped to sharpen the test design

but nevertheless the who Le test, including the instructor's

demonstration, question time and applicant's performance vias

quite lengthy requiring on average some thirty five minutes
to test each trainee.
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~inistration of the Test

Again it was important to give this pilot test to trainees

as near as possible to their first day of employment but several

factors dictated on this point. ?irstly, the complexity of the

test "set" meant that only one test could be staged.

Secondly, the authenticity of the set, as part of a confined

coalface area, meant that only one trainee could receive

instruction at any one time. On this point also it seemed

important not to have any delay between instruction and test

performance. Thirdly, 37 trainees - all of one intake of mining

trainees at one Training Centre - were tested and each test

took on average thirty five minutes. However, all the tests

were given in the first week of employment and, hopefully,

before any other instructions had been received which might have

affected test performance.

Follow un

The same criteria .,ere set to measure progress at collieries

as were used to compare with performance on the J.D.Q. - i.e.

absence, the number of jobs undertaken in the time period and

assessment by the Colliery Training Officer. One additional

criterion was introduced here though - the mining trainees take

a test, set by the Training Centre, at the end of their

introductory training. The mark obtained on this test was

included to compare with test performance.
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As in the J.D.Q. study, a long folloto;up period was planned,

this time because the trainees would not be involved in coalface

work, on which the test ~':asbased, for quite a long time.

It was accepted though that any gen-eral mining wor-k in which

the trainees were involved in the meantime would provide

an acceptable comparison with the test performance.

The trainees were allocated to three Northumberland

collieries and following up on their job progress was made

the responsibility of the North East Area Training Branch.
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CHAFTER NINE
RESULTS

Visits were oade to the collieries concerned throughout

the follow up period, to brief new staff and to encourage those

who were participating. However, in setting up both studies

it was always accepted that it would be difficult to gain

the full cooperation of all those necessary to monitor job

progress effectively. In practice on the J.D.Q. study, this

and other organisational reasons meant that reports were obtained

on 193 trainees - less than half of those who were tested -

and only 174 of those were properly monitored over the who Le

period. The follow up on the Trainability Test also foundered

eventually amongst the organisational problems of staff changes

and colliery closures.

The long industrial dispute in the N.G.B. brought all the

field work to an abrupt halt, preventing visits to check

colliery records to add to the study but enough results were

gathered during the follow up period to justify analysis.

As part of my research studies, a course of instruction

on computer techniques was undertaken. This included how to

use the Statistical Package for Social Sciences and the general

principles of computerised spread sheets both of ,...hieh were

used in the analysis and presentation of the results.
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Analysis - J.D.Q.

The starting point for the analysis of the J.D.~. results

was to compare the test choices of juvenile trainees against

the job profiles of the a.isciplines for wh i ch they had been

selected - thus giving a basis for a direct comparison between
job profile scores and job progress.

The "underground mineworker" profile was contributed to

oyall disciplines and, on the assumption that it represented

the consensus preferences for all miners, anyone selected to

work underground should then match the pattern set by this

profile. So it was decided that, if the profiles were to be

included in our selection procedure, the method would be

to screen all the applicants against this general mining profile

and then to further select for the disciplines from those

who are successful on this first mining profile. This was

the procedure followed with the answer- sheets of our juvenile

sample.

The cut off scores recommended by the I.'T.R.U. from the

scores distributions of our first sample of successful workers

which established the profiles were :-

Underground :.lineworkerProfile 14

Craftsman Profile 16

Officials Profile 6

Diagram 1 on the next page ShOl:S what a good fit these

cut off scores were on the distribution curves of our juvenile

sample scores.
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The curves show near normal distribution, with a slight

kink in the mineworker profile curve but where 14 coincides

with the mode score. The cut off scores came just after the mode

on the other two profiles, giving the more rigorous selection

standard required for the smaller groups. In practice of course

the cut off scores can be regulated according to the degree of
selection required.
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Follo ....ing this me t hod gave -:t.,ooverall groups - the trainees

vinO would have been selected on the minewo rke r profile and

those who would have been rejected.

The successful group were then tested on their own

discipline profile i.e. mecha~ical and electrical apprentices

on the craftsman profile and mining craft apprentices on the

officials profile. This suodivided the group into those who

would have been selected for their present discipline and those

who would have been selected for mining but not their present

discipline.

That gave three groups - those \oThohad "passed" for their

present discipline, those who had "failed" for their discipline

but "passed" for mining and those who had "failed" for mining.

A study of the test scores among these groups showed that

of those who were successful for mining and their own disCipline,

some were actually succes~ful on all three profiles and it was

decided to use these as a fourth group. On the assumption

that the profiles do select well for mining, these trainees

should represent the "ideal" group against wh ich to compare

the others.

The encouraging thing was that trainees from all the work

disciplines came into this latter group. As our current

selection methods tend to place trainees according to general

intelligence levels, this seer:Jedto confirm that the J.D.Q. test

contained a different selection factor and that it might be

valid for all job disciplines.
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iiastage

The study was set up originally to try to find a selector

which would help to reduce the \mstage rate a~on6 juveniles.

In applying this it was also hoped that the overall standard

of trainees would be improved.

A first, simple analysis was concerned with those trainees

who left during the eighteen month follow up period.

table :-

Using the four groups described above, this gave the following

i
I

3 6 9 12 15 18 Total,Groups Group, Months

L Ino .at I Leaversstart ----
I

!
Passed on
all profiles 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Passed for
discipline 77 3 1 0 2 1 0 7

Failed for
discipline 14 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

Failed for
mining 58 0 0 2 4 0 0 6

TABL£ SHO;·;nrG T"qE :·iASTAGEAKQUG GROUPS
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no statistical correlation could be found but basing

a direct comparison between groups on the figures shown in

the table on the previous page, over the eighteen ~onths of

the follow u~ period - for every 14 train~es in each group,

in the order given overleaf, the relative wastage rates would

oe 0: 1.27 1.00 : 1.50.

The "ideal" group shewed the Lowe st wastage rate of zero

but the "failed for discipline" group spoiled the progression

to\,lardsthe highest rate of those who "failed for mining'!

In the quarterly reports the Training Officers gave some

of the reasons for leaving :-"

Failed for mining Absence Dismissal

Voluntary Hastage

Unruly behaviour. Poor attitude

to authority. Needs careful

supervision. \"lorkrate could
be better. }larned re attendance

& behaviour. Absence Dismissal

Very poor progress. To H.lI.P.

Does not mix with other lads.
Is a Colliery Manager's son and

will take time to adjust if he

does not leave first. Left.

Office work because of injury.

Not very promising start. Does

not seem interested in work.
Left but would not be reemployed.
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Failed for discipline Left to join R.A.F.

Passed for discipline Good wo r-ker-, Asked if he

,'ould like to take more

studies. Left to set up
own business_

Left voluntarily

Left voluntarily

Died in road accident

Dismissed for misconduct

Moved away with parents

Warned re absence

Left voluntarily.

In the "failed for mining" group is a tendency towards

negative reports and three out of six were dismissed.

In the other hIO groups the reports are more pos i,tive and only

one out of eight ~...as dismissed _ for misconduct i.e. breaking

the rules rather than poor work.
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Progress

'l'hesecond criterion to be analysed wa.s the assessment

of general progress ay the Training Officers, using the five

point scale labelled very good, good, average, below average

and poor. Giving the scale a numeric value from 4 dotm to 0

the line graph in Diagram 2, on the next page, plots the

average scores in each report period for all the four groups.

The expected hierarchy of averages is nicely maintained

throughout the f'oLl.ow up period but it is noted that all the

scores are above the average mark.

It should be remembered though that these wer-e pre-selected

juveniles so perhaps this is con~irmntion of the efficacy of

the present selection system. On the other hand, it may

reflect a reluctance on the part of the Training Officers

to give a low assessment for their trainees - but there are

some "belot; average" and "poor" scores and the T.O. is not

responsible for the initial selection.
Another point may be that the probationary period does allow

time to direct the trainees towards tasks for which they are

suited, there is quite a variety open to them, and those that

really cannot fit in leave.
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Absence

The criterion of absence was recorded \,ith the thz-ee

constituents of voluntary, sick and accidental absences.

In practice the accident absence, due to reportable wor-k

accidents, .-rasvery small - as it should be because trainees

are closely supervised, often on a one to one ratio.

Happily then this class did not lend itself to analysis but
was included in total absences.

In reporting the sick absences the Training Officers

specified the reasons for long absences (e.g. motor cycle

accidents, measles, mumps etc.) and although these are spread

through all the four analysis groups, just one long absence

quite distorts a quarterly average.

The intention of using sick absence as an indicator of physical

aptitude for the job was also found to be beyond the scope

of the project. A proper analysis would require a much more

detailed stu~ of reasons for sick absence, medical reports,

sick notes and even then, perhaps, a degree of sUrmise.

For these reasons just two kinds of absence were measured

- Voluntary and total. Without making any adjustments but

simply averaging the numbers as recorded for each group in

each quarter, those absences are plotted in Diagrams 3 and 4

shown on the next tiiO pages.
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The only categoric observation that can be made about the

attendance figures is that the "passed on all three" group has

a better record than the "failed for mining" group in each quarter.

After that observations must be qualified. The "ideal" group has

the best overall attendan~e record but not the best in every

quarter and, conversely, the "failed for mining" group has the

worst overall voluntary absen~e record but not the. worst total

absence record. One could go on qualifying these figures but

really it is not a clear cut picture. Perhaps this is

understandable though. There are. myriad factors lvhich contribute

to each of our criteria and on the progress scales the Training

Officers took many of them into account when making their

assessments. For absence the factors have not been weighed and

smoothed for us - we do not know all the reasons, only a few of

them and some may not have anything at all to do with the work
situation.

There is one rather alarming point of observation if the

profiles are valid, and that is the rate of absence among the

"passed for discipline" group. It is the largest group and as

such is liable to more chance sick absence but the voluntary

absence is higher than would have been expected. However, it
also has the largest clusters of trainees based at specific

collieries and it seems evident from the figures that

managerial tolerance of both voluntary and sickness absenteeism

varies between collieries and Areas.
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Statistical Significance

The application of Spearman's coefficient of ra~~ correlation

showed no statistical significance between test scores and either

progress points or absence figures.

Spearman's coefficient wa.s used because it provides the means

of measuring the association be tween two sets of ranked data.

It was also felt that the results from both test scores and

folIo ..: up data represented ordinal rather than interval scales,

for which Spearman's coefficient was appropriate.

Perhaps the differences in the ranges of the sets of data

may help to explain the lack of statistical significance - at

least between test results and progress scores. After all, the

progress scale only covered five conditions and Training Officers

were reluctant to place the trainees on the lowest point of the

scale. This meant that mostly only four conditions were used

to describe job progress and even the poorer trainees had

their better moments.

From the literature and in discussion with the I.T.R.U.

it would appear that it is quite usual in validity studies of

psychological tests to fail to find any statistical significance

between predictor and criterion measures, particularly when

a relatively narro\~ criterion assessment scale is used.

However, the average scores on job progress in particular shol-led

such a neat fit in the group rankings that it is difficult to

dismiss it as being invalid.
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Scatter Diagrar.l

A different \iay of analysing the !Jrogress scores against

the profile scores was tried using a scatter diagra.m. The sum

of the progress scores over the six quarters was plotted against

the test scores on the mining profile and produced the pattern

below. The accepted progress score was set at "he average mark

of 12 while the profile pass score w~s 14, as set by the I.T.R.U.

Fail Test
13 14

Pass Test

P
R
o
G
R
E
S
S

B 1 pa s AJ
39 86

I
!

D I I
I
I

C I
I

18 11 j-----_-- ...

12llaverage

TEST SCORE

A few simple calculations provide some standard measures:-

1. The "success ratio" is quite good - of those who passed

the test, the proportion of good trainees is I~ ~ 88%
Over the whole group the proportion i~ A+~;~+n= 83%

2. Of those who are rejected by the test the proportion of

bad trainees is cr~ = 54~;, again acceptable
3 Th t· C+D• e poor ra1nees ~_~

a+D+v+.IJ
represent 18% of the total

sample.

4. The proportion of the whole sample rejected by the test
B+D 340'A+B+c+Ii = i~

This presents an overall acceptable level of discrimination by

the J.D.Q. but it should be remembered that the decisions about

the critical scores are factors which have a direct bearing on

the success ratio (Jrenth 1971).
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Job Rotation

'I'hequarterly reports also asked for a list of acti vities

undertaken in the period and the length of tir:les~ent on each

one. It was hoped that this uould indicate the trainees'

aptitude for learning mining skills. The three apprenticeship

scher:lesdescribe specific patterns of job rotation and the

allotted time for training on each task. If a trainee is not

competent at the end of the training period he undergoes r:lore

training until he is considered to be so.

In the main these rotation patterns Nere f'oLl.owed but

there i1ere exceptions. Pursuing these exceptional cases on

visits to collieries, and in other conversations Hith Training

Officers, it transpired that sometimes when there were

deployment difficulties trainees were kept rather longer·on

tasks than was strictly necessary for their training because

they were good, dependable workers who could be trusted to do

the job properly. Although this was mentioned in only a few

instances, nevertheless the possibility that this factor might
have intruded in other cases raised doubts about the value

of this part of the report. Consequently it has not been

analysed in any way.
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Interviews

Quarterly Lnt er-vi.ewswere held at the one colliery where
the Training Officer had suggested this. The interviel1S wer-e

arranged to take place at the end of the day shift - the most

convenient time in a colliery day. This required certain

organisational a.rrangements: that all the trainees vlere \1orking

on the day shift because they normally alternate between day

and afternoon shifts; that none of the trainees were avlay at

school on the day; and that their supervisors ..lere informed

to allow them to come up the pit early to attend.

The interviews were partially structured in that some

basic questions were always asked e.g. reasons for any absences,

what jobs they vlere doing and for he....long, did they like doing

them, did they get on with the people they wer-e working l-lith,

did they like mining generally. An attempt was made to keep

these occasions as informal as possible. The Training Officer

was very interested and, because his office was the only available

place to hold the interviews, it was very difficult to exclude
him. His presence tended to inhibit any real dialogue with

the trainees towards whom he had a very paternalistic attitude.

On the other hand, he was very useful in bringing out all the

small incidents that had happened during the report period.

It was an interesting exercise from the behavioural aspect

but there was nothing that could be directly equated with the

profile scores, other than the usual progress and absence

records.
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Two of the trainees were Mining Craft Apprentices _ :,oth

scored 14 on the general mining profile but only one would

have been selected at the next stage on the discipline profile.

They had both settled down well by the third quarter, both

had very good Technical College results. The only apparent

difference was that the one who passed for his discipline had

no voluntary absence at all while the one who would not have

been selected had seven voluntary absences onver the whole

follow up period. His reasons for the absences were always

plausible and had nothing to do ~lith work.

The other five were Mining Trainees who would all have

been selected on the profiles. Their standards of progress

did not always correlate with their profile scores nor did

their voluntary absence patterns equate with their statements

of how much they liked the job. However, the trainees knew

well beforehand of the interviews and expected them each quarter.

It might perhaps have been more useful if they had not been

prepared and if the interviews could have been held in private

with the trainees persuaded of my total discretion.

Selection Test Scores

The present N.C.B. selection procedures include written

tests, already mentioned. Among the personal records of some of

the trainees that were involved in the interviews were the results

of those written tests. The tests and the scores are included as

Appendix XI. A Spearman rank correlation showed no significance

at all between scores on the l...ritten test and the underground

mining profile.
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Trainability Test Analysis

The follow up of the trainees who undertook the Trainability

Test was, unfortunately, not of very long duration. It was

always accepted that it would be some time before the trainees

undertook face training - the job for which the test was designed

to select. This time period became even more extended when

one of the collieries where the trainees were employed was

closed. Although the trainees were all transferred to other

collieries, this usually meant that they were again at the bottom

of the waiting list for face training. This became very

discouraging to all concerned and the tasks undertaken by the

trainees seemed to become less and less relevant to the test.

Soon after the administration of the test to the trainees,

there were also staff changes at Colliery, Area and Headquarters

levels. This disrupted the administration of the follow up.

However it was always known that a check could be made on

absence at some later date.

For the reasons already given plus the current industrial

climate preventing colliery visits, the results for this part

of the study are rather sparse. There is a set of Training

Centre End Test results to compare with the test scores and

one set of job progress scores covering the first six months

of employment.
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There does not appear to be much correlation of any kind

on any of the results and indeed a 3pearman rank correlation

ShO\,lSno significance between any of the sets of results - trying

all the possible comparisons. The only point of agreement on

all three sets of scores would seem to be at the extremes of

each scale and most particularly at the bottom end.

The results are given as Appendix VIII.

This part of the project illustrates the difficulties

of sustaining a longitudinal validation study, particularly

in a large organisation where the size encourages an upwardly-

mobile staff.
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CHAPTER TEN

FInIlINGS 2'c DISCUSSION

The absence of any empirical correlation in the follow up

data should not be allo.,oed.to detro:ct from the practical evidence

of a good catch between test and progress scores. Drenth (1971)

states that, despite observances of the classical rules for test

construction and validation, the results of empirical validation

research in psychological testing are still generally poor.

This has in some cases led to psychologists returning to

selection without research "claiming near miracles of clinical

insight" (Dunnette 1963).

By comparison the N.C.B. project offers real enco"uragement

to carryon further. The first part of the J.D.Q. project was

successful in establishing that the profiles could significantly

differentiate minellorkers from other population groups, and

subgroups from each other within mining; the task of collecting

the follow up data from many different locations extended over

a long time period and w~s completed with a loss of continuity

from only a few sources; and there is enough practical evidence

of some relationship bett-leenprogress and test scores to encourage

further observation of the participants.

However, the recent long running dispute in the N.C.B.
brought all field work to an abrupt halt and it is still too soon

to take up colliery observations again. The work patterns and

work relationships are not yet as they were before the strike.

Unable to add further observations for the time being then
it must suffice here to discuss the administration of the project

so far and compare it \,lithtwo other studies to whi ch the I.T.R.U.

directed ce.
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One study ~as oompleted by them in conjunction with the

Electricity Council's Industrial Relations Department and the

other .....as carried out by AnCO - the Irish equivalent of the

Manpower Services CO::llllission.Both studies wer-e ooncerned wiih

comparing the ~redictive quality of Jobmatch amongst yo~~g

recruits with that of standard aptitude tests - the Vernon

arithmetic test, the GUPTA ~echanical comprehension test, the

IHIP apprentice test battery in one case and the General Aptit:J.de

rest Battery in the other.

The methodology of these studies gave an indication of how

ambitious our project had been in attempting to monitor the

participants continuously for eighteen months. The E.C. study

gave an initial J.D.Q. test at the time of selection for apprentice

training and then simply retested the remaining participants three

years later, obtaining one lot of instructors' assessments on

progress given at the time of the second test. In the AnCO study

tests on appropriate J.D.Q. profiles were given at the beg~nning

of skills training courses lasting only five weeks and instructors

were asked to give one assessment of performance for the whole

training period using a set of fifteen dimensions.

In the N.C.B. study it was sometimes difficult to maintain

the interest of assessors over the eighteen months and the work

on the Trainability Test for coalface workers certainly came to

grief because of the attempted continuous assessment. Administrators

moved on to other ~osts, collieries closed and participants were

moved to other collieries not involved at the beginning of the

project and could not be persuaded to undertake the chore of regular

reporting.
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Because it is so long before a trainee can become experienced

enough to undergo face training, the original study was concerned

with intermediate criteria so perhaps all is not lost.

The N.C.B. trainability test ).:lrticipants could be assessed la.ter

- as in the E.C. study - once they have reacted the ultimate

criterion of performance at the coalface. A single assessment

by the instructor of performance during coal face training

could be an acceptable measure to compare with performance on

the test piece designed to select those most a~enable to coalface

work.

The E.C. study, like ours, looked at the J.D.Q. as a predictor

of labour turnover. They too found no significant difference

between leavers and stayers but that a slightly higher proportion

of leavers than stayers had a low profile score. In both that

study and ours it would seem that the J.D.Q. is not a good

predictor of labour turnover but there is an indication that

really low scorers do tend to leave or are dismissed.

The conclusions of the two outside studies ,'jasthat on its

own the J .D.Q. was not as good a predictor of performance in
training as the aptitude tests but one study did add the proviso

that the :11timate aim of selection vas to find good workers -

not trainees.
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Because of some positive correlations, both were reluctant to

dismiss it altogether and recommended its use to give guidance

towards specific skills once initial selection had taken place

or as a secondary selection test if initial scores wer-e low.

The E.C. study ;'.ascompleted. in 1931 and it has been observed

that the J.D.Q. is still being used in some parts of their

industry for selecting apprentices.

The results of the N.C.B. study show liket-lisethat there is

no significant correlation betwe en test scores and performan()e

but the r.1easuresof progress and absence criteria shaH some

positive relationships.

Here the question should be as~ed about whether the chosen

criteria formed an adequate basis for the study. The goal of

"good performance" is really an ideological term formulated

from values, ideas and norms. :'lhichcriterion behaviour best

represents that goal is not a ~atter for empirical investigation

but one of judged relevance and acceptability (Drenth 1971).
Indeed the choice of criteria is ultimately the responsibility

of the sponsor for these reasons, and so it was seen to be in

this study. Much discussion took place at all levels ~1ithin the

industry concerning which were the best measures of performance

and all i'lerein complete agreement that assessment by the

training supervisor based on standards of competence already

familiar to him, augmented by the attendance record, would provide

the traditional and accepted best measure of a good worker.
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In the original choice of criteria it ..ras intended that

absence should be broken dOh~ to represent the three dimensions

of contentment, ;hysical co-ordination and physical aptitude

but in practice this did not prove to be feasible. Hithout the

supporting evidence of detailed doctors' reports the distinctions

proved to be mere surmise. Thus the validation study };as reduced

to quite a simple model of the test and t wo criteria. It may be

that this ..ras inadequate, Dunnette (1963) advises _
"multidimensionality 1"

There is also an inherent assumption that all training

supervisors interpret the standards of competenoe in the same

way, which in turn leads to a further question about the

geographic spread of the study.

Among the possible reasons for the low correlation in research

studies is one that the groups used for validation are much too

heterogenous. Ghiselli (1964) showed that the group to be studied

can often be classified into subgroups for which either no

validation or a muoh higher validation exists than is indioated

by the average correlations for the whole group.

;'ihenstandard aptitude tests were correlated idth performance on

presumably similar jobs in industrial validation studies, the
validi ty coefficients were found to vary wi de Iy , ;-;ith our

widespread study there had to be a laok of uniformity in working

conditions - geological variations being one very apparent factor.
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A colliery is a place wher-e coal is mined - but everyone is

different from the others and even within each colliery conditions

underground can show immense variations. In this c.udy then it

would have been impractical to select strictly homogenous groups

because the sample sizes would have been too small.

It was observed from the results though that the amount of

voluntary absence permitted before a disciplinary interview was

given varied most beh:een Areas, presumably following Area policy.

Thus it may be that an Area grouping could be re'fiardingbut the

collection of more data from colliery records would help here

by increasing some of the sample sizes.

The requirements of specific situations which precisely

matched those under which the tests had been validated were

regarded as serious limitations to the use of psychological tests

until the mid-70s. IJork was done then by Schmidt, Hunter and

their associates demonstrating that much of the variance among

obtained validity coefficients may be a statistical artefact

caused by small sample s.lzes, a restriction of range in employee

sample and criterion unreliability.

Both sample size and the range of employees was dictated to us

by circumstances but the original sample size seemed to be

adequate, although it was always realised that our partiCipants

were pre-selected and we could not inolude those who had been

rejected. The number in the final sample is much less than

those in the original testing so, again, the study CQuid be

enhanced by the collection of more fo110';-lup cata..
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ilork is a complex situation contributed to by many factors

including the quality of management, the degree of support given

by supervisors, environment, social groupings, the demands of

shift patterns and all in addition to the influences from the

domestic situation. It is known that in recording the progress

assessments, training supervisors made alIowances for special

circumstances and in so doing they presumably increased the

reliability of that oriterion measure. It has already been

noted that the absence figures are merely ra\,lscores and it may

Hell be that a more detailed study of the reasons for absence

would allow adjustments to be made .lhich wouLd improve the

reliability of that criterion as a measure of the contentment

of the employee.

The criterion of assessed progress ~as given as a rating

on a five point scale. In that form it is open to the criticism

of "central tendency" in that the assessor tends to avoid making

a judgement and opts for the centre of the scale. They also tend

to avoid the extreme points of the scale. All this was accepted

when the scale vias devised, indeed a five point scale \'las

deliberately chosen because it 1-10uldavoid resentment against

~roviding an assessment wnere a decision was difficult to make.

Another pitfall in using subjective ratings is the "halo effect"

whereby assessors rate those vInO do well on a -test as high

performers on the job and reversely for poor test scorers.

This at least was avoided because the asueaeor s "Jere unawar-e of

the test scores.
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Another aspect of the halo effect ~ay have obtained though.

The workforce at anyone colliery tends to be drawn from a specific

geographic area and so several members of the same families can be

employed there. It can be that certain characteristics are

established by some members of the family Hhich are universally

applied to the res~ - the sins of the father - or even the

virtues, can be visited unj~stifiably u,on the others.

It is not possible of course to knew hO~1 much of these two factors
wer-e present in the assessments for our study.

Much work has been done to improve ratings as a measure of

performance. One suggestion is the use of dynamic criteria

i.e. not performance level during a certain period but rather

improvement in performance (Bass 1962: Ghiselli & Haire 1966:

Hanning & Dubois 1958). Unfortunately this method does not lend

itself to a standard format and comparisons are difficult over

different groups. HOllever if in future studies smaller groups

were used, this method of assessment should be considered.

In favour of the J.D.Q., it is certainly very simple to

administer, indeed in the form of ,Jobmatch it has been 9resented

as a self-help careers guidance package for school leavers;

it is quick to score using the profiles as marking stencils;

it would fit in well with the current procedures as part of the

general selection or as a final stage after paper tests and

intervie\iS with the acceptable score set at uhatever level

provided the required number of recruits.
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It could also add an element of self-selection if the applicants

wer-e made awar-e of their own scor-es, in the manner of Jobmatch,

but perhaps that is expecting too much of young persons seeking

employment in the present economic climate.

In general, the strength and direction of the individual's

interests, attitudes, motives and values represent an important

aspect of personality and these characteristics materially affect

occupational adjustment, interpersonal relationships and other

phases of daily life (Anastasi 1982). The J.D.Q. seeks to explore

this aspect in a different way from any in our established

recrui tment procedures. It may overlap the interviel-1to some

extent in its purpose but nevertheless it could add a different

dimension to our selection process.

For various organisational reasons the Trainability Test

in this study was based on the job of coalface work, where each

task can be quite complicated and always involve a high measure

of safety awareness. ~'ihena trainabili ty test is given, no time

limit should be set for the applicant to complete his part but in

this test the standard demonstration of the test piece by the

instructor took a full fifteen minutes. A trainability test

should also be difficult enough so that even good candidates make

at least one error but out of 37 tested in our study, 27 made five

or more errors and some of these made so many errors that the set

became dangerous and the test had to be stopped.
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Although the factor of testing an applicant's ability to remember

the instructions is an inherent part of the test, nevertheless

it could have been that the test piece "las too long.

The test set has also quite elaborate - staged in a training

gallery on a simulated coalface, with three large mechanical roof

supports, two heavy eight foot long timber baulks, several small

pieces of timber, a length of metal face conveyor and an electrical

signalling system - all this to represent as nearly as possible

an actual coalface. Thus on the grounds of the cost of staging

t'he test and the time taken to test eaoh trainee, it is unlikely

that every Area would be able to undertake the use of this test.

The choice of coalface \-lork,which is at least three years of

underground experience away for a young entrant trainee, has

also diotated the need for a long validation period.

A simple task, but representative of general mining skill, which

a trainee might undertake during his first year underground

",ould have made this part of the study much easier to design,

administer and bring to a oonclusion. It would also have made

the test far more aoceptable for general use in the light of any

positive oorrelations.

It was hoped that the trainability test would explore the
aptitudes and skills of applicants for mining. Indeed in other

applications it has been used sucoessfully in the selection of

forestry wo.rker-s, kni t..lear machinists, ~;ricklayers, electrical

appr-ezrtLces and forl~ lift truck drivers, to name a fe...examples.
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:;:heprocedures used in designing a train2.bility test are well

founded in the "job element" ::lethedfor constructing te:::ts;

and the job element can contribute substantially to the

evaluation and accredit~tion of experiential learning (Anastasi

1982). And so it is with the trainability test - the original

use wa s to give guidance in retraining adults, people who had

been made redundant from industries cutting back on their

workforce or HOr.lenreturning to work after a gap of some years.

A battery of different tests was used to measure existing skill

levels and t.hoae which the;,rvcr-e ::lostreadily able to learn.

The Trainability Test also has the advantage of high

content validity which is absolutely essential to gain its

acceptance within the industry. Selection without a special

aptitude test has become so Nell established that the need is

not recognised in every quarter of the N.C.B. Indeed it may we Ll,

be, as is so often stated but not empirically demonstrated,

that the underground environment is the real selector and

given an employee who can accept it then there are enough

different skills required underground to find a niche for

most men. Unfortunately, the rules of safety, insurance and

limited shaft capacity to take people underground mitigate
against including this in present selection procedures but it

may well be that in future studies an attempt should be made

to test realistically this lJopular notion.
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The main part of the validation stu~ became conce~ned

1d th only the J .D.Q. This ...-as mainly because of staff changes

amongst those with a responsibility for collecting the
Trainability Test data.

Ribeaux and Poppleton (1978) define two main f~nctions in the

use of industrial ?sychological testing: interest inventories

for careers guidance where the focus is on a person's

perception of himself and emphasis is given in helping him to

become more accurate in his perceptions of himself; and

trainability testing to predict job performance. Further,

that the main focus of concern in selection is job performance.

The J.D.Q. was designed for use in careers guidance, it is

the Trainabili ty Test which is directed tot-lardspredicting job

performance. llith the lack of statistical correlation in the

data from either part of the study but some positive indication

in both, it perhaps becomes a matter of industrial objectives

as to which one should be pursued.

Prior to \'iorld'liarI psychologists had begun to recognise

the need for tests of special aptitude and these "special

aptitude tests" were developed particularly for use in the

selection and classification of industrial and military

personnel (Tyler 1963). The pressure for selecting among large

numbers in iiorld ~iar I prompted the development of group

testing and the self-report interest inventory.
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Similar pressures in ;-lorldliar II produced the multiple aptitude

batteries and the situational tests from which work sa~pling

tests developed - the TrainaJility Test being of that genre.

Reviews of recent research aaow evidence of an upsurge of

interest i~ selection testing prompted by the current pressures

of an oversupply of applicants and the need to select effectively

and fairly.

A relevant concern stems from the demonstration of a

relationship between productivity and the validity of selection

instruments. In organisations.having many employees, the

cumulative value of such gains or losses is so large as to

deserve close attention (Anastasi 1982).

In 1976 Sneath described the cost of selection testing as one

of the reasons why it .~s not generally accepted in industry.

The work of Schmidt and Hunter at the beginning of the 1980s

has shown that, in spite of the initial costs, selection testing

can be highly cost effective. No doubt this will have encouraged

occupational psychologists in this aspect of their work.

The arena for occupational psychology has also changed since

Sneath (1976) identified a lack of personnel in industry with

the expertise to administer tests. ~-ledderburn (1983) chose
three of his colleagues in the British Psychological society

to illustrate the contribution of present day occupational

psychologists employed by large companies, in this case Shell,

STC and Chloride.
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Observation of recent literature - the present series

on selection tests in Personnel ~fanagement, the new publication

Guidance & Assessment Review published by The 3ritish

Psychological Society and descriptions of \-lhatis available

through NF~~-Nelson and other independent consultancies - indicate

a renewed interest in industrial psychology. Discussions with

members of the l.T.R.U., with people from the Engineering

Training Board, Electricity Council and members of the British

Psychological Society \-Ihoare all currently involved in various

studies, confirm that there are a lot of "in-house" indilstrial

psychological studies taking place iihich are not published.

Of the published work, most is concerned with administrative

and managerial selection perhaps because this is where the

highest cost returns can be effected. It may also be that no

general demand has yet been identified for the industrial level

- most companies, like the N.C.B., have been shedding rather than

recruiting labour. The apprentice situation too has not changed

since the 1970s when \-lorkwith the Industrial Training Boards

showed that because apprenticeships were awar-ded on the results

of City & Guilds examinations, the most valid form of selection

for apprentices is by the use of paper and pencil tests, with

the addition of "0" level English Language.

The work that is going on at present at the industrial level

would seem to be concerned i'li th improving rather than

revolutionising present methods; finding a more appropriate form

of test or some extra refinement, as shown by the E.S. and AnCO.

studies.
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One project - the Southampton Common Selection project - is

concerned with reducing the costs of selection to individual

companies by organising a central testing service \-lhereby

applicants undergo just one series of selection tests, the

results of which are accepted by all the subscribing firms.

A point in common between all the studies just mentioned

though, that is absent fren the present rl.C .B. procedures,

is the validated and established use of special aptitude tests

in the selection of the young industrial woz-ker-s,

In the absence of any real correlations from this N.C.B.

study, we must accept that our present paper and pencil tests

are still the most valid for selecting our apprentices.

However, for the N.C.B. the selection and recruitment of

juveniles is concerned with three groups - craft apprentices,

mining apprentices and mining trainees. Perhaps then it is the

latter group, mining trainees who do not undertake academic

examinations, that we should focus on. The Trainability Test

was introduced to representatives of this group and, in spite of

any shortcomings in the test and the sparseness of follovl up

data, the results at the bottom of the test performanoe scale
did show some relation to both the End Test at the Training Centre

and poor performance in on-the-job training. The I.T.R.U.

Trainability Test overcomes the criticism which has been raised

before in the N.C.B. of tests not being appropriate to mining,

because it is designed for each particular job and should have

undisputed faoe validity, ~ihile the work already done \-;ouldform

an a~irable basis for further investigation.
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Early job progress reports on the participants in this stu~

showed some apparent correlation with the Trainability Test

performance and any improvement in the N.G.B. selection process

is most likely to come from the inclusion of this type of test.

This part of the study would seem then to hold the most promise

for the future seleotion of juveniles for the mining industry.

However, the Trainability Test in this project appears to

have been too complicated in its design, too long in its

assessment, too ambitious in its geographic spread and too

limited in its criteria.

•
The elaborate design imposed undesirable limitations and

any future project should be based on a much simpler task and

one which a trainee would undertake during his first year of

employment. This should only require a simple set, easily

staged, so that it could be used in any mining location and not

just at certain Training centres.
This would also mean that the assessment period could be much
shorter and with a reduced time scale hopefully the same staff

would be involved throughout, thus reducing the many difficulties

experienced in the collection of data in this extended,

longitudinal study.

Any new study should also be directed to just one
administrative Area so that personnel policies, which are largely

dictated by Area staff, would be applied in a uniform way.
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One further consideration should be concerned with the
criteria used for measuring progress. In this study the five
point progress scale was extracted from the statutory report
which the Training Officer is obliged to provide every three
months on all employees under eighteen years of age.
Nevertheless, doubt has arisen about the uniformity of
interpretation by the assessors of the scale desoription.
The other criterion of absence reports was also extracted from
established colliery procedure.

In a shorter study there should not be the same need to
avoid alienating the colliery assessors because it would involve
less paper work from these essentially praotical men.
A study confined to one Area would make it possible for all
concerned to maintain much closer contact with each other,
there could be more general involvement in the discussion and
planning stages and any-administrative difficulties could be
readily identified and help given.

This study has also shown the limitations of some of the
original criteria but with a less ambitious and shorter study
it would be feasible to introduce a far more comprehensive set
of criteria based on more objective aspeots of job performanoe,
seleoted to meet the requirements of the validation study rather
than limiting the assessment to existing procedures.
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In conclusion, this National Coal Board validation study
is part of the new wave of interest in selection testing for
industrial personnel.

The results of the Job Disposition Questionnaire study
correspond with those of other industrial studies confirming
no statistical correlation between test and job performance
but an observable positive trend indicating that it may have
some potential use in the placement of pre-selected juveniles.

There is also enough general evidence to encourage the
continuation of the work on Trainability Testing. However,
any follow-up study should be concerned with a less complicated
overall design, involving a smaller number of partioipants but
incorporating a wider range of criteria. This could be of value
in improving the seleotion of young industrial workers in
particular for the National Coal Board, to meet the challenge
of refining our industry to meet present market demands.
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A fundamental objection to the use of interest inventories
in the selection process is that the items in such inventories
tend to be transparent. The applicant can often determine by
reading the item which response will portray his interests most
favourably for the job in question. He is thus able to make
the 'best' or 'most appropriate' response even though it may
not be indicative of his true interests (Siegel 1969).
Thus the validity of replies to interest inventories in the
selection situation is open to question.
For counselling purposes the respondents can be induced to respond
as honestly and accurately as possible in their own best interests,
on the grounds that it will help to place them in the most
suitable job in which they will be most successful.
Interest inventories are then widely regarded as being most
useful for placing personnel in their best discipline rather than
for their initial selection. The lack of statistical support
in this stu~ would seem to conform with this general opinion
and any further work with the J.D.Q. in the National Coal Board
should be directed towards investigating its use for placing the
juveniles into the different mining disoiplines once seleotion
has taken plac~.

The Trainability Test, on the other hand, can be seen as part
of the long-established tradition of special aptitude tests, many
variants of which are in current use for selecting personnel,
for example the N.I.I.P. Apprentice Test Battery used by the E.S.C.

and the GATB used in the AnCO study.
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APPEHDIX I

Descri ption of Und.erground IhneilOrker

~
This is a compilation of ~he item wording of the J.D.Q.

Underground :hneworker profile.

"l.rineworkers would prefer to work a\o;ayfrom an office

or factory and they do not mind vlOrking underground. They

prefer not to have to keep things clean and do not mind

getting their hands dirty. They can put up with excessive

cold for short periods and, although they prefer to stand

most of the time, they do not mind uncomfortabl.e positions

some of the time. Fumes and smells they could get used to.

They like working on medium sized jobs and to make

useful articles using power driven tools \ihich are hand

controlled. They like doing several parts of a job, want

some variety in their work and enjoy switching jobs with

others. If reports have to be written they prefer to do

them themselves, and they like to be responsible for

checking their own work.

Mineworkers like to have contact mainly \ii th their own

workmates rather than with members of the general public."
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J03 :DISPOSHIO~r =:UZ31'IC'Ei.I:U

In this booklet you viII find questions about different aspects
of uork.
First answer the two questions belo~ by putting a tick ( )
alon~side your selected answer.

A. Would you prefer a job a) Outdoor
b) Indoor

3. ~culd you prefer a) Day wor-k
b) Night wor-k
c) Some of both

Hot" carryon, recording your ans wer-s aLcnga i de the number
of each question.

Try not to spend too long on each question. The questions are
sometimes too short to give you all the information you would
like to have; give the best answer you can.

Answer as honestly as possible.

PLEASE A:':S:iER EVERY QUSSTION.

Industrial Training Research Unit Ltd
Lloyds Bank Cham~ers
Hobson Street
Ca.mbridGe GIll lHL
(Registered Office)

Registerec. :ro.1370395 G ITRU Ltd.1979
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C:Ode ll~. • ••••••.•••

• ~'uestion

Please do not write on these sheets
1 Answers

• \{bat would you. Clost like to
work with?

a. liand tools (not po,,'ar driven)
b. Paver driven tools or machines

which you can control
c. Power driven macnine3 automnticnlly'

controlled

• Would you like to ~e things: a.
b.

That have to be vory e::act?
Where e:::act r:eesures are less
imp01·tant?

o
What size jobs would you like
to work 00.7

a.
b.
c.

Small (under 1 It)
Hedium (1 - 5 ft~
Large (over 5 ft)

s.

Some jobs in7o.1ve mci::iog
cnlculations.. \YGuld you prefer?

a.
b.

To do tllese cnlculntiocs yoursel:-;-
For others to do ~is work1

5. r
Some joiils involve making
technical dra....-iDgs. Would you

• prefer:

a. '1'0 do this work regularly?
b. For others to do tlris work?.

l
6. Sometvnes reports have to be

nitten. \-lould you pre!er:
4. To writ.e rel'0rt~ yourself?
b. For others to ~Tite the reports?

7. . Would you mind having a job
:.where a good memory is

O i importWlt?

a. Tea
b. No

,;.

8. }lould you prefer Q job that
involved.:

a. Making or eons tructing :lew t:'i:l.~s a
Sood deal of the t~e?

b. )lakin: or eotls,;ructing ne\,' t!li:;.;s
aome of the ti:e?

c. Hardly e~er :o.aki:lg or eO:lSt:-ueting
new thiz:.gs?

9. Would you prefer a job that
involved:

a. A good denl of =~~tene:oee and
repai:r work?
Socc mainte::lor..o:e aad repe.iI· "'O:-!:?
~a~dly ~y ce~~~c~aoce ~d re?Qi~
yor~?

" b!,
c.

10. In soc~ places thez-e is s rille
r~~e of jobs to be tackled.

~W<iuld yet! like.:

a. To bcco:::e e:..:~rt OD oc.e 0;' t....o
of theta?'ro S'dtch jobs ·.·:l.thot~I'':''!I fe:: t~e
sake oi .~::pl!:-ic:nce c.oa. .c.ri~~;··~b.

-~------------



.
QuestionNo. ·

11. MmlY jobs are done. in various
parts. Would you prefer?

8. To do th~m all yourself?
b. To do several p~rts?
c. To do only one part1

12. a. Complete but straightforward instruct-
ions?
Some instructions and some oppor~unlty
to use your own ideas'l I
Minimum instructions so that you have !,to use your o~~ ideas?

For your work ~uld you like to
have:

b.
c.

..----+-----------------~--~------------------------~'I
work? J

"1-'.----~----------------------~~--------------------------~
. 13. l~ould you prefer:

14. Befpre starting a job would you
prefer:

a.
b.
c•

A sreat deal of variety in your
Some variety 1n your work?
A regular routine?

a. To spend time planning the ~ork?
b. To think thines out briefly and then

start?
c. To get· started as soon as possible

and think as you 60 alon8?

15•. Many jobs have to be done to a
certain stand~d; Would you
prefer:

16. How ccmplicated ~~uld you~like
your ~ork to be?

1~. Some jobs are required to be
done by a certain ci=e. Would
you like to work to a deadli~e:

a. Always to be responsible for checking 1
that your ~ork 15 up to st~~d~~d?
Ocoasionally' ee have someone else to
chsc!, it? '. .
}~w~ys to have it ch~c~ed by someone
else?,

b.
c.

a. Very complicated needins 4 lot of
thought

b. Slightly eQmplic~ted
c. All straightforJa~d and ensy to

understand

a. Most of the time?
b. Someti::'les1
c. Rarely?

,18. When you have a job to do ~uld
you prefer to:

a. Work c;u!ckly? Ib. 'rake your time? ;

a. One day or less
b. A!louc: one ",..cek
c. Nore than a ·,.;·:~k

.
e. Not ~.. ~ll.Cl.

b. A lie:l~
e. ~uita 11 lac

19. Hoy long would you like to wcrk
at the S~e task?

20. Would you :llind if 'jo.'.Jr ·....ork
involved re~:ifyi~E ~i~:~kes
m~de bv oCher occpla?



-.

•
No.

. .. .----------------------------------- ----- ..___---~-_ ...----------..,
21. If your job 1nvoh~d. calcine

articlos, would you pretcr ~ea
to ba?

Apt) It 4 of l~

a. Boautifnl?
b. Usc~ll?

"22. It you Jw.d. to tlll.lte Q. tmcbcr of
articles vould you ~efer:

a. To ta!te ticc and ::.aka t2lec to Q.

high sta.n:lard ?
b. To ~e t~ec quic~j to ~ aecept~ble

8tandard?

. 23.· ~ould you cind 11 your han.d3
got dirty?

a. Not at all
b. A little
o. Yea

Soca work nlscos ha~ to bo
~pt spotlessly clean. !lould
.70u prei(u':

a.
b.

To 'WOrkin very eleo.n ~urre~ndines?
To work ~~ora you do Dot hava to
worry Ilbout l~e~i.n$ t!lines clean?

25. Soca work placos nro very noisy.
Do you think:

a. You co~ld eet used to thc noise end
it 'WO~ldnot bot!1er ~..ou?

b. You could get used to t!:s noisG but
you 'WOuldno~.lik3 it?

noise?c• You could not get used to the
.
a. You could 8~~·e%ceesivo cold w17

wll ? ..26. S01:O 'WOrk,lac~s are wry cold.
Do you thiDk :

b. You could at:::d. er-3ssive cold to:'
short ;eriods?

c. You could not stand excessi~ cold at
all?

Io• ._... ••---------------,_.;.--_;I----------------------i
Zl. ·SoC«!work .,lac3s are very hot.

Do yO'J think :
..

a. You could st.:uld e~c~~sive heat n:-y
wll?

·b. You co~ld stand exeeesi\~ heat !~r
ahort 'lariods?

c. Yoc co~.ld.%lotstand u:eenive lieet
at all?

28. Soa jobs haw to be dons lihere
there are lots ot !u::-es and
. lealls. Do you t!liclt:

a. It ~~uld not attect yoc?
b. You ","'Ould.gl!t uae~ to the!: in tic..;?
c. You l'!"'Ould :lot be c.bl<! to) \'"'Or!:t!le;r~?

29. ':ihen you are '*'Orkine .."'Culd you
Fe!er to:

a. Sit c.1St. of t=~ ti::::!·~
b. S'bnd oast o! ~ ti:::3?

'o. Sooa jobs are undQr~ound.
Do you thillk: a.

b.
c. - -- ....,.. ..>tt' .



No.
. ..

Question

App II 5 of'lQ •

..Answer

31.

'1
!
32. ~

··
f·

33.

1,hen you are workill« would ,.OU

prefer to:
a. StD.Y in one position (e.g. dt"ti~ or

standiD.b) most of the tim~?
b. Keep cbncging position or walking

round a lot of tll~ time?

Some 'Work has to be done t:J.W3y

from a factory, or office,
often at a cU2tomer's premises.
Would you prefer:

a.
b~

To do this kind of work?
To 'Worltwi thin £I!l office or
factory?

If you bad to work somewhere in
cramped and eoIltined condi t.io:1S
would you mind?

a.
b.
c.

a.
b.
c.

Hot at all
A little
Yes

:Pi.
o

Some jobs have to be done in an
UIlcom:fortable position •. Do you
think:

You "auld not be lIillil!g to take e
Job like th3t?
You would not mi.::d. bei~ 1lllco:wiortabli:
some of the time?
It lw"Duldnot 'Worry ~ou?

If it were necesse,:y to liork
outside in vet veather, would
yo~ mind?

1

a. .Not at all
.. b. .A. little
c. A lood deal

What are your !Qeli~9 about
working above the gro~d?

You 'Would dislike 'fOr!d!l~ llt heights
You would not mind wor~ t:J. sbort
distance above the groULd

c•. You ...·ould be haPP7 ..,or~!lg at any
height

a.
b.

c. ,

Where would you preter to work
if you hed a ch~ice7

a. Indoors most of the time
b. Outdoors most of the time

)8. Would you mild York:i.ng where
there was SO.:le risk of an
accident?

a. lTot at all
b. A little

'. c. A good deal

39. Eow would you feel about a job
which ~volved a lot of hesVj
lifting?

a. You yould not like it at.~ll
·b. You vould not ~ind doing so~e h~~'Y

liiting
c. It veul d >lotworry you--~------------------~------------------------In some jobs you h~ve very

littlo cont~ct ~th otb~r
people. ~oulJ JOU pr~!~r:

c. Tol~c oc. your o~..c a lot of the d=~7
b. To have a. lot o£ con-:nC'l;'Id t!l other

people7
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s. ,
No. Question Answer

41. In your dey to dtlV ~rk ~"Culd a. Mostly in contact with the general •you prafer to be:" public?
b. Occ~~lonally In contact with the

general public?
c. Mostly in contect with your workmates

only?
42. Although your work m~y not a. You would prefer not to be seen by

require public cont4ct, ","CuId the pubU~
yOu mind If the public could b. It tlOuld nol: ~'lorryyou to be seen by
see you at work? the public

43. Would you prefer to work witlu a- Mainly people of the same sex asC) yourself?
I . b• People of both sexes?

c. Mdnly oeoe le of the 00-::os1 Ce se:(? -
44. Would you prefer to wrl, witb a- Mostly of the s~e Bge group ss you?

peoDl e ~·;hoare: b. Of a di fferar.t age groco from vou? -
.45. Sane jobs involve wrking with a. To ,,"'arkonly wi th lceal people? -

people from other countries. b. To ~~rk with a mIxture of local'and
would you prefer: fornign people?

'.46. If you had a choice would you ~ In a 1arge roan ~nth more than 15
prefer to work: "# .- people? <..b. In a room \lith 6-15 peo!'le?.. c• ~lith ress than 6 peo?le?

47. If there 1s a large ~cunt cf a- To do all the work yourself?
work to do wi th un! ~mi ted time b. To share the work wi th one or t~"O
would you prefer: othe'rs?- I c. To shAre the ',:erk wi th .a 13rget' g,:"oup?.

48. In scme jobs the orgenisatlon of a. To organise ,our O~ ~~~k?
the wrl. is- the responsibility b. To have your work org~nised for you?
of a supervisor. Would you
:erefer

'.9. In m311y £1:-=5 there are a. Where you have to get mora
training schemes and tra:!e qualificati'ons ~,..hils: ~"rking?
advancement tests. Would you -b. Where you w~uld not need c..~yfu:the:-
Ul:e to have a job: qUClH !icsti ems1 -

«r _
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CONAD~IAL ]

SURNAME: _

FlRSTNAME(S): _

AREA ' ..

<,.~.19b·D
c·D 27 O.

~__;__---4

a.D~~~-----f

COLLIERY:
(if known) ···.·.· .

................................................................

3 b.0 ~p..lH~:L--'CI

c.0 .i~~;1:L...J,1
~-----I

a·D·4 b·D ~.&.~v,i

5 a·D~~
b.0

6
23b.D~~~----f

c·D
7 b·O
-r

.8 b·D
c·D
a·D

'9 b·D
c·D

a·D
25b·D
-r

-rir
40b·D

a.D
41 -r
-r

A.

B.
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APPEIIDIX III

Quarterly Renort Form

1. Name of Trainee: ...•.........................

2. Colliery: , .

3. Type of Trainee: •....•..••...•..................

4. Period covered by this report - From: .•••••••••. To: •••••••••••

5. Where the period covered by this .report was spent.
(Please tick appropriate box or boxes)

Colliery
Training Centre
Technical College

6. Absences during the report period.
(Number of days)

Voluntary
Accident
Sick

7. General Progress.
Very Good Good Average Below Average Poor

8. Types of work undertaken in the report period.
(In the order of the most time spent in each job)

1. . .

2. • .

3. ••••.•••••••••••••••••••.•••••.••...••

4. . .

9. Any other comments.



APPENDIX IV

Cambridgeshire Young Workers - 309 Males + 244 Females

Work Groups Included :-

Aircraft Instrument Engs.

Arc Welders

Bank Clerks

Bricklayers

Bus Drivers

Butchers

Carpenters

CashierslSales As.tnt.

Centre Lathe Ops
Chefs

Clerical Workers

Divers

Electrical Trades

Eng. Maintnce Fitters
Food Packers
Forest Workers

Hairdressers

Gardeners

Lab. Technicians

Milkrounds people

Milling Setting Ops

Motor Vehicle Mechs
Nurses

Painters ~ Decorators

Plumber.

Policemenlwomen

Secretaries

Sewing Machinists

Sheet Metal Workers

Shipyard Workers
Telephonists

Toolmakers
Visual Disply Unt Ops
Waitresses

The young worker response patterns were obtained by

weighting the responses of each working group according to

the proportion of workers in that job. Thus the pattern is

that of the "average young worker" in the region (I.T.R.U.

An Introduction to The Job Disposition Questionnaire and
Jobmatch 1982).



APPENDIX V

1 of 3

Underground !·!ineworkerProfile - J .D.Q. Items

Preference

Ib To use power driven tools, hand controlled
3b Medium sized jobs (1 - 5ft)
6a To ~Tite own reports
lOb To switch jobs with others for variety and experience
lIb To do several parts of a job
13bc Some variety/Regular routine
15ac To check own work
19ac Task to last one day or less/more than one week
21b To make useful articles
23a \,iouldnot mind getting hands dirty
24b Not to have to keep things clean
26b Could stand excessive cold for short periods
27a Could stand excessive heat very well
28b Could get used to fumes and smells
29b To stand most of the time
30a Would not mind working underground
32a To work away from office or factory
33a Would not mind cramped and confined conditions
34b Would not mind uncomfortable positions
31b To work outdoors most of the time
38a Hould not mind accident risk
39c Heavy lifting would not worry you
41c To be mostly in contact with workmates only
43a To work mainly with people of same sex as myself

Suggested cut off 0 - 13/14 - 24



APPENDIX V
2 of 3

Young Officials Profile - J.D.Q. Items

Preference
2a To make things that have to be very exact
6a Frefer to write reports themselves
9c Prefer a job with hardly any maintenance and repair work
lOa To become an expert on one or t\'lOjobs
14a To plan work before starting
15b Occasionally have someone else to check work
16a Like very complicated work needing a lot of thought
24a To work in very clean surroundings
25b Could get used to noise but would not like it
26c Could not stand excessive cold at all
37a Prefer to work indoors most of the time
48a Prefer to organise own work
49& Like to get more qualifications whilst working

Suggested cut off 0 - 5/6 - 13



APPE.'\"DIXV

3 of 3

Craftsoan Profile - J.D.Q. Items

Preference

la To work with hand tools
4a Prefer to do own work calculations
6a To write own reports
8b Prefer making or constructing new things some of the time
9a Prefer a good deal of maintenance and repair work
lOb Prefer to switch jobs for experience and variety
lla To do all various parts of a job themselves
13a Prefer a great deal of variety
14ab To spend time planning/to think things out briefly

then start
158 Always be responsible for checking own work
16ab Like very complicated ~:ork needing lot of thought/

slightly complicated
17c Rarely like to work to a deadline
20a Do not mind rectifying others mistakes
25h Could get used to noise but would not like it
26ab Could stand excessive cold well/for short periods
28b Could get used to fumes and smells
29b Prefer to stand most of the time
30ab ~iould not mind ~10rking underground/some of the time
32a To do work away from a factory
33ab Would not mind cramped conditions at all /a litHe
34bc ~lould not mind being uncomfortable/some of the time
36c ~iould be happy working at any height
37b Prefer to work outdoors most of the time
41a Prefer to be mostly in contact with general publio
44a Work with mostly same age group
46c Prefer to work with less than six people
48b To have work organised for them

Suggested cut off 0 - 15/16 - 27



APPENDIX VI
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It. of group

Group No. Mean S.D. I scoring:-

114-24 I 0-13

I I I I I I I--------------------- ------ ------- ------ ------ ------
Underground Miners 200 15.36 2.45 79.3 20.7

Forestry Workers 183 13.32 2.64 46.4 53.6

Farming Se Agrclture 60 12.75 1.94 30.0 70.0

Fork Lft Trck Drvrs 27 12.04 2.38 25.9 74.1

Bricklayers 68 11.78 2.27 23.5 76.5

Carpenters 73 11.64 2.58 21.9 78.1

Painters Se Decrtrs 29 11.55 2.68 27.6 72.4

Motor Vehicle Mechs 109 11.38 2.03 12.8 87.2

Chefs 47 11. 15 2.59 17.0 83.0

Retail Selling I 27 11.07 3.04 18.5 81.5
I I I I I
• I • I I.---------------------------------------------------------



SCORES AGAINST UNDERGROUND 1:r:rE;10RKERFrtOFILE
GENERAL WORKERS SAMPLES

Mean Score
~ ..... ..... ..... ..... I\J

0 ~ r ~ 00
10 ~ e: 2' ~ 0

l N.C.3. I
I

U/G ',corkers N
~

I I

~--------------------------., .I Forestry Workers N = 1831.,
IIFarming • Agricul ture

• N = 60

Fork Lift Truck Drvers
N = 27

N 68 I IBricklayers = I

I

I

Carpenters N = 73J I

I

I

Painters & Decorators 29j I

N = ,
I

IIMotor Vehicle J
IMeR~ 109 I

I

I

Chef's
N = 47 J I

I

I

I

N = 27 J
I

Retail Selling I

I
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APPENDIX VII
1 of 2

IY. of group

Group No. Mean S.D. 1 scoring:-

114-24 I 0-13
1 I t I f I _

Underground Miners 200 15.36 2.45 79.3 20.7

NCB Young Officials 69 14.38 2.83 65.2 34.8

NCB Haulage Workers 52 15.73 2.22 84.6 15.4

NCB Face Workers 31 15.42 2.54 80.6 19.4

NCB Mechanics 44 14.84 1.94 72.7 27.3

NCB Electricians 42 13.69 3.08 52.4 47.6

NCB Mature Offcls 51 16.02 2.59 86.3 13.7

NCB Welsh Mech. Appsl 24 15.25 1.87 91.7 8.3

Male Young Workers 11084 11.46 2.67 23.0 77.0

Female Young Wrkrs I eOl 8.91 2.76 4.9 95.1
• • I • I_____________________ ~ ~ ~ L ~ _

The NCB Mature Officials sample and the Welsh

Mechanical Apprentices sample were obtained by the I.T.R.U.

for other projects but they were appropriate here.
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SCORES AGAINST UNDERGROUND HINEWORKER PROFILE

MINING SUBSAMPLES

Mean Score
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f\)

I\J .I:" 0'\ 00 0 I\J .I:" (]'I 00 0,

Young Officials N = 69'}
I

I
= ~1

~Mature Officials N

/Baulage Workers N = [52

3: I
H

Face Workers N = '31 J~
~CIl! ~JMechanics N =

I

Mechanical Apprentices I JN = 2!j,

I

f Electrician. N = 42 t
•

~ 'I Male Young WorkerR = 1084 J
~~-----,
5\Female Young workersJ
H N = 801s



APPEtmlx VIII

!rainability Test
~e'Oorts Clf"ter ;:;ix r.1on~hs trc.i~c.il1g

Trainee I Trainability Test I Job
,

=rrors Rating End Test I Progress

I 1 2. .CI. 82·5 Good
I 2 1 .'1. 82·5 Good
I 3 1 .- 31 Good
i
I 4 2 .1- 34 Good
! c; 2 81 Average

J .

i 6 2 ., 80 Very good
d

i 7 2 A- 80 Very good

I
8 3 A 79 Below &ve.
9 4 s ~c; Good 1

{J

10 4 A 70 Left
I 11 5 :El 82.5 Good
I 12 5 :B 79 Good
!

I 13 5 B 79 Average
14 6 c 86 Poor
15 6 c 85 Good
16 6 c 80 Good
17 6 .... 73 Average

v

18 6 .... 69 Averagev

19 7 c 88 Good
7 " 86 , Very good20 v

21 7 .... 85 Very goodv

22 7 " 84 Good
v

23 7 .... 83 Good
v

24 7 c 82.5 Good
25 7 .... 79 Good

v

26 7 c 72 Average
27 8 D 84 Average
28 8 c 79 Ver;r good
29 9 D 90 Very s'ood
30 9 D 88 Good
31 9 D 83 Good :

32 10+ E 83 Average
33 10+ E 81 Poor
34 10+ E 73 LEFT i

i

35 10+ D 70 Poor !
36 10+ E 69 Poor i

37 10+ E 68 AveraGe I

!
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APPENDIX IX

These are two examples of the school reports held in

the personal records of trainees.

"Comments - Garry is above average intelligence

but he has not relly applied himself to his
studies and gained the maximum from them. He

is an unachiever who will, I am sure, progress

more quickly when placed in the work environment

He is a very capable sportsman who has represented

the School at soccer."

"Attitude to work

Ability to concentrate

Ability to work
Ability to use own
initiative

Punctuality

Attendance

Conduct

little effort or enthusiasm

Erratic. Can concentrate

but not often

Gets on well with others

Not shown much sign

Good
Very good

Never been in serious trouble

and some staff commend his

co-operation. Has a tendency

to dumb insolence."
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Quarterly Absence ~ Progress Passed on Three Tests Pagel

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:
:Test :lst ::2nd ::3rd ::4th ::~th ::6th

IPersoRAl:Scares IQuarter ::Quarter :[Quarter :[Quarter :[guarter Ilguarter
~CDde ;---------:------------~:------------:~------------::----------.-!~------------~~------------~

:1 C 0 Iv asp ::v asp ::v asp ::v asp ::v asp ::v asp :
l--------,---------,------------~~------------::------------::------------::------------{:------------:
:"ining
:11005
:12014
:12017
:2~112
:24121
:25129
:25134
:21144
127149
:321b~
:33172

:1616 7: 0 0 0 3 ::1 0 0 3:: 4 0 0 3 ::2 0 0 3:: 0 0 0 4 ::2 0 0 4:
:1519 b: 0 0 0 2:: 2 0 0 2:: 0 0 0 2 ::0 0 0 2:: 0 0 0 3:: 0 0 10 2:
:15 18 7: 3 0 0 2:: 3 0 0 2 :: 0 0 4 2:: 9 0 13 2:: 1 0 0 3 ::11 012 2 :
:1417 8: 6 0 0 2: 3 0 0 2 112 0 0 3:: 3 0 2 2 II 0 0 0 3 ::4 0 2 3 :
11618 8' 2 0 0 2 0 0 II 1 0 0 I: 3 0 0 I: 0 0 0 I: 1 0 0 4:
:14 19 6 0 0 5 3 0 0 0 3 110 0 0 3 II 0 0 0 3:1 1 0 O· 3 II 3 0 0 3 I
:21 16 6 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 3:: 0 0 0 3: I 2 0 0 3 I: 0 0 0 4 :: 0 0 0 4:
:1518 6 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 4:: 0 0 0 4.:: 0 0 0 4:: 2 0 0 3 :: 0 0 0 4
11621 6 2 0 0 4 2 0 0 4 110 0 5 3 ::0 0 0 4 ::0 0 4 3:: 0 0 0 4
:1417 7 3 0 2 2 2 0 2 2:: 4 0 0 2:: 8 0 0 2:: 5 0 0 2:: 6 0 3 2
:1616 7 0 0 5 2 0 010 2:: 1 0 0 3:: 1 0 0 3:: 1 0 0 3 ::0 0 0 2

.\ I. ,. II II
II .1 r. II II

1".Craft :
117071 118 18 7 0 0 3
:23113 118 17 6 0 0
:2311~ :1417 7 : 0 0 0
127150 :16 16 6 : 0 0 0
:31154 :18 17 7 : 3 0 3

o

.,
II "••

II II
I' .1

:33178 116 18 b : 2 o 2:: 3 3 II 2 0

3 :: 0
3 It 0
3 :: 0
4 ~: 2
3 :: 3
3 :: a

o 0 3 ':1 0 0 2 ::2 0 0 3
o 0 4 : 0 0 0 4 :: 0 0 0 4
o 0 4 :0 0 0 4 II 1 0 0 4
o 0 4 : 0 0 0 4 I: 0 0 4 4o 1 3 : 2 0 10 3 I: 0 0 1 3.
o 0 3 : 2 0 0 2:1 7 0 0 1:

3 ,: 0

o 0
o 0o 0
o 0
o 6
o 6

02::000
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 4

o

3 : I 1
3 " 2 4 :1 0
3 : 0

3 ::0
4 I: 0
3 ::0

IEngnrng :
113030 :18 18 6 I 0 0
114044 116 17 7 I 0 0
:14045 119 17 6 I 0 0
:15055 :17 17 7: 0 0
:16068 :18 17 6: 0 0

I' II.' .. "., •II ••II

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
II fl
II II

o 0 4 I: 2
o 0 3:: 0o 0 3 II 0
o 0 4:: 0
o 0 3:: 0.,..

o 0 4:: 1 0 0
003::000
o 0 3:1 1 0 0
o 0 4:: 1 0 0
o 0 3 :: 2 0 0

4 :: 0 023 4 I
2 ::2 0 0 3:
3 :1 6 0 11 3:
4:10004:
2::1003:

o 4:: 1 0 0 4 II 1
o 3:1 0 0 0 3:: 0o 3 II 3 0 0 3 I: 0
o 3:1 0 0 0 4:: 0
o 3 I: 0 0 0 3 II 0

II.. "..
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1:Test :lst ::2nd ::3rd ::4th ::5th ::bth
lPersonallScores :Quarter ::9uartef ::9uarter ::Guarter ::Quarter ::Quarter:Code :---------:------------::---- :: :: :: :: :
I I I ,t, ,. C 0 ,vas p "vas p ::v asp ::v asp ::v asp ::v i S P :
:--------:---------:------------::------------::------------::------------::------------::------ 1

: "ining
:11002
:11003
111006
:12018
: 12020
:13025
:13026
:13027
:14031
:14035
:15052
:16057
:16062
: 16064
: 16065
:18081
:IB083
: 18084
:21086
:21087
:21092
:21093
:21094
:22101
:22102
:23105
:23101
:23108
:23109
:23110
:23111
124118
124119
:24121
:24123
:24126
:25130
:25131
:25132
:25133
:26137

:16 15 4 : 0 0 0
:14 16 1 : 0 0 0
:IB 15 6 : 5 0 0
:14 1& 4: 0 0 0
:15 13 2 : 1 0 0
:18 16 4 : 2 0 0
:15 14 4: 1 0 0
:15 16 3 : 1 0 1
:IB 11. 5: 2 0 0
:19 15 7: 2 0 0
:t7 t4 4: 2 0 0
:14 14 5 '1 0 0
:15 14 3 0 0 0
:1813 2 0 0 0
:1& 16 1 0 0 0
:14 16 5 1 0 0
:16 17 4 0 0 0
: 16 13 4
:16 14 5 BOO
:16 9 5 0 0 3
:16 12 4 0 0 0
:17 14 5 I 2 0 0
:14 14 2 : 0 0 0
:17 11 4: 1 0 0
:15 13 5 I 0 0 0
:18 14 5: 0 0 0
:14 12 2: 2 0 0
:1719 5: 3 0 0
:1516 5: 3 0 10
:15 14 4 I 0 0 0
:16 17 :;: 2 0 0
:IB 11 6 116 0 0
117 16 3 I 1 0 12
:17 13 7 0 0 0
121 17 4 2 0 0
:20 18 5 0 0 0
:19 14 2 0 0 0
:20 17 4 0 0 0
:17 13 S 2 0 0
:20 16 5 0 0 0
: 14 16 3 6 0 0

"..
3 :: 7
3 :: 1
3 :: 2
2 :: 1
2 :: 4
4 :: 0
3 :: 1
2 :: 1
2 :: 1
2 ::0
2 :1 2
2 :: 3
4 I: 1
3 :: 0
3 :: 2
3 :: 1
3 :: 0....

:: 4 0 15
:: 3 0 0
:: 1 0 0
I I 1 0 0
::0 0 0

2 : I 2 0 0
4 :1 0 0 6
4 I: 0 0 0
3 :1 1 0 0
3 ::0 0 0
4 II 2 0 0
4 : 1 0 10
3 I

1 6 0 0
:4 0 6
.:2 0 0
: 1 0 0
: 1 0 0

3 : 0 0 0
2 :: 0 0 0
3 I: 2 0 0
31: 0 0 0
2 :: 2 0 0.,..

4 :: ::
2 : 5002:: 4
2:3002::3

: 2 0 10 2:: 1
16 0 0 1:: 4

"'I
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 11
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 5o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0o 3
o 0
o 0

2 ':10 0 0
3 : 3 0 10
2 : 6 0 0
3 : 0 0 10
2 : 5 0 4
4 : 1 0 0
4 ,: 1 0 0
4 ::0 0 0
2 :: 3 0 0
2 :: 2 0 0
3 I: 2 0 0 3
2 : 110 0 0 2

3 :: 4

3 ::
3 I: 0
2 :: 1
3 :: 1
3 :: 0

o 16
o 0
o 0
o 0

3 ,: 0
2 : 1
3 .: 0
4 ::0

..
"., II T

4 II ..,

3 II 4
2 :: 4
3 :: 0
2 :: 6
3 I: 2

000
o 6o 3
o 22o 6
003 :4
o 13 1 : 4
004 : 3
o 0
1 S

""

"II
o 5
o 5
o 0
o :;
o 3
o 0
o 0

2 :: 12 0 0
2 :: 2 0 0
2 :: 0 0 40
3 :: 0 0 0
2 :: 6 0 0
4::3030
3 I: 4 0 0

""1 :: 6 0 3 1
3 :: 0 0 0 4
2 :: 6 0 10 2
4 :: 0 0 0 4
2 :: 0 0 6 2
4 :: 1 0 0 4
3::4003

o 0
o 5
o 0
o 0
o 15
o 0
o 10
o 0
o 0

""2 :113 0 0
1 :: 6 0 7
2 :: 1 0 0 3,
2 :: 6 0 9 3:
2::3052:
3 :: 1 1 3 3:
2::3002:
3::0002:
41:0004:

:: 4
o 0 4 :: 4
o 0
o 0
o 2

1 :: 5
3 ::0
3 :: 0

II II II IIt. t t . • t II

:: 2 0 0 :: 4 0 0 :: 3 0 4 3 ::0 045
:: 0 0 0 :: 1 0 0 :: 4 0 3 :: 1 0 5 4 :
:: 0 0 0 :: 0 0 0 ::0 0 0 ::1 0 0 4 :
I: 0 0 0 :: 4 0 0 :: 7 0 0 :16 0 0 3 :
::4 0 0 I: 1 0 0 ::1 0 0 :11 0 0 3 :

3 II 0 0 0 4:1 0 0 1 4:: 1 0 15 4:1 0 060
3 I: 0 0 0 3 ': 1 0 0 3:: 0 0 0 3:10 0 0 3 :
3::0004:0014::1003::0003:
3 ::3 0 0 3 : 4 0 14 2 I: 1 0 2 3 I: 5 0 0 3:
3 '0 0 0 4 : 5 0 2 3 : 2 0 0 3:10 011 3
3 3 3 " 2 : II 0 10 3 : 5 0 4 3:: 0 0 0 3
3 0 0 0 3.1 0 0 11 3 : 0 0 1 4:: 0 0 16 4

5 0 0 ,110
207 '1
1 0 0 0
o 0 3 0
9 0 0 1

3 1 0 s 3 2
3 I 0 0 435
3 I 2 004 3
4::0004 .. 2
2 :: 2 0 5 1 ,: 5
I'
"

I 4 0 5
:0 0 22
:0 0 3
: 4 0 5

o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0

4 :: 1
3 :: 8

""

"""II
:: 3· 0 0 2
:: 0 0 3
:: 2 0 4 3
:: 4 0 5 3

3 :: 2 0 0 3
1 :: 1 0 0 2
4 :: 2 0 0 4
4 ::2 0 0 4:
2 ::4 0 0 2 :

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:
"I'
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
lTest :tst : :2nd : :3rd ::4th : 15th : 16th

:f'ersonaI: Scores :Quarter : :Quarter : :Quarter : :Quarter : IQuarter IIQuartl!r
:Cade :---------:------------::------------::------------::------------::------------::------------}

II C 0 :v asp : Iv asp I:v asp : Iv asp I Iv a 5 p I Iv asp I
~--------1---------:------------~:------------::------------~!------------:~------------I'-------_----I
:IUning
126138 118 15 S I 2 0 0
:2613q :lB 13 2 :17 0 33
:26140 :18 15 2 : 4 0 0
:26141 117 17 3: 0 0 0
:27145 :1418 4: 0 0 0
:27146 17 15 2 I 0 0 0
:27147 15 15 4 0 0 0
131153 16 14 5 0 0 0
:32156 16 14 1 2 0 5
:32157 18 14 7 3 0 0
132158 19 17 4 1 0 0
132159 14 14 6 1 0 2
:32160 14,14 4 0 0 2
132161 14 16 3 I 0 0 2
:32163 14 13 2 1 0 0 0
:33166 16 15 6: 2 4 0
:33167 118 17 3 I 2 0 0
133169 '11616 3 I 5 0 0
133170 118 14 3 I 2 0 0
133174 liS 14 3: 2 0 0
:33175 :14 11 7 I 0 0 0
1".Craft 1
113022 :14 12 7: 0 0 0
:14036 :14 14 6: 2 0 0
116058 116 13 7 I 0 0 0
123114 117 15 6 I 0 0 0
125135 116 15 7 I 0 0 0
126142 :14 15 7: 0 0 0
:21096 :14 15 6 I
121097 114 12 8 I
:21098 :14 14 8: 9 0 0
:Engnrng I
:11010 116 19 5 I 4
:11011 :18 19 4: 2
:14050 116 16 5 : 1
115056 :17 16 3: 1
:18085 :17 17 S: S

II I I 1l
II II "

2 II 1 0 5 2:: 1 2 0 2 I: 2o :1 0 065 I: 9 2 0 1:1 0
2 II 2 0 0 2:: 5 1 0 3 I 1
2 I: 0 6 0 2:: 0 7 1 3
2 ::0 0 0 2:1 0 0 5 2 : 2
3:: 0003 I: 20 0 3 12
41: 0004:10054 : 0
3 :1 0 0 0 3 I: 1 0 0 3 : 0
2:12002:: 4032 : 1
2 I: 0 0 24 2: I 3 0 0 2 I I 0
2 ::8 0 0 2:: 0 0 0 2 : 2
31:4003"11003:3
3 :1 0 0 0 3 I 3 0 0 2 ,: 0
3 I: 3 0 0 3 I 5 0 0 3 :13
3 :: 0 0 0 2 : 0 0 0 2 II 2
2::3002:3043::9
2::5082:0053::3
2 I:4 0 0 3 : 4 0 0 3:: 0
2 111 0 0 3,14 0 0 3 I: 4
2 :: 1 0 0 3:: 1 0 0 4 ::1
2 I:2 0 0 3 ': 1 027 3:16

""1 ::2
3 II 0
4 : I 3
4 II 0
3 I: 0
2 :: 0

"'"
'"II
.: 3

o 0 4 I 0 0 0 3 II 1
003:0003::0
o 0 3 : 3 0 15 2 II 1
o 0 3 10 0 0 3:: 1
o 0 3 : 0 0 0 3:1 1
o 0 2 II0 0 0 4:: 0

.r II
I. If

I' ,I
'I It

11 I'
II II

1 0 2 II 2 0 0 2 I: 3 0 0 2
060 :: 3 025 :: 5 0 8
003::5003::5003

I. ••
II It

o 0 3:1 0 0 10 2:: 3 0 0 3
o 0 3:: 1 0 3 '3II2 0 0 3 I

020 4 :: 1 0 0 4:: 0 0 0 4:
003::0003::0003:
o 0 3:: 0 0 0 3:: 0 0 0 3 :
o 0 3:: 2 0 0 3:: 1 0 0 2:
o 0 3:: 1 0 10 2:: 2 0 5 2 I
o 0 3:: 3 0 7 2:: 3 0 0 2 :
o 5 2 I: 1 0 0 3 I: 3 0 0 3 Io 0 3 II 0 040 2:1 1 011 2 I
o 0 2:: 0 0 0 3 II 0 0 0 2:
o 5 2 II b 0 4 3 II 4 0 5 3:o 2 3 II 4 0 0 3 II 3 045 3:o 0 2 I:8 0 0 2:: 2 0 5 2 I
o 0 3 I: 1 0 0 3 II 0 0 0 4 Io 4 3 II 1 0 0 2 I: 1 0 0 2 I
o 7 3:1 6 0 0 3:: 6 0 0 2 I

"" ""

o 0 :1 6 0 0 :: 4
""o 10 3 : 2 0 0 2 II 2 0 to

o 0 3 : 0 0 0 3:: 0 0 0
002:000211200
o 0 3 : 1 0 0 3:1 0 0 0
053:0003::000

2 II S
3 II 0
3 :: S
3 ::0
4 : I 1

o 0
o 0
o 12
o 0
o 0
o 0

3 ': 0 0 0 3
3 I 2 15 0 3
2 : 50S 3
311003
3 : 0 0 0 3
4 : 0 0 0 4

o 0 0 3:
2003:
6003:
1 0 03:
1 0 0 3:
o 0 0 4:

""

o 10 III 0 0
II

"'
,.
'"o 5 2 II 7 0 0

o 0 3 II lOSo 0 3:: 2 026
o 0 3 I: 3 0 0
o 0 4:: 0 0 0

2:13042:
3 I: 0 0 0 3 I

::5 0 0 2:
3 II 2 0 0 3 I
3::00031

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------;",I "" ""'
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----------------------~------------------------------.-------------------------------------------------
:Test :1st : :2nd : 13rd 114th 115th I loth

:PersonallScores IQuarter : IQuarter : :Quarter' I IQuarter : :Quarter I :Quarter
ICodl! :---------:------------::------------::------------::------------::------------::------------:

I. c 0 Iv a s p nv it s II ~:v a s II , :v a 5 II : :v a 5 p I'v a 5 p ,,
:--------:---------'------------::------------::------------'t------------If------------::------------:
1".Craft I II

" " "II II " II

113023 :17 17 5 0 0 0 3 : I 3 0 0 4 :: 4 0 0 4 I 2 I) 0 3 I: 4 0 0 3 : I 1 I) 0 3 I
: 14032 :14 17 3 4 I) 0 2 I: 0 0 0 2 I I I 0 0 3 I 2 I) 0 2 I I 6 0 0 2 I: 2 I) 0 2 I
117072 116 18 5 1 0 0 3 :1 0 0 5 3 I 2 0 0 3 I 1 0 0 "

II

" "
118082 115 13 5 7 o 16 2 :: 2 I) 4 2 : 3 0 5 2 I 2 0 5 2 II 2 0 0 2 II 2 0 0 2 :
121095 l19 18 3 0 0 0 II I) I) I) : 0 I) I) .:4 0 I) u 3 0 0 : I 5 I) I) 2 :
:22104 :20 26 4 I I) I) 0 3 :: 0 0 0 2 I 0 0 5 2 :: 0 0 0 2 :: 0 0 0 2 :: 0 0 0 2 :
:24128 : 17 17 4 : 2 I) I) I: 2 I) I) 4 I) 2 :: 4 0 I) : I 5 I) 0 I: 1 0 5 1 I
:26143 14 18 4 I 0 0 0 2 I: I) 0 0 2 1 I) 0 4 ': 2 0 0 4 : I 2 0 0 4 I: 2 I) 0 4 :
127151 19 14 5 0 0 0 4 I: 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 3 I 0 0 0 4 ': 0 0 0 4 :: 0 I) 0 4 :
:32164 19 16 5 3 0 0 3 :: 0 0 0 2 3 0 0 3 : 4 0 0 2 : 3 0 0 2 :: 2 0 0 2 :
:32165 18 17 4 8 0 7 2 :: 8 I) I) 2 9 0 0 1 : 2 I) 0 2 : 3 0 0 2 :: 2 0 0 3 :
:33177 17 14 4 0 0 I) 2 : I I) 11 2 3 o 28 3 : 6 I) 3 3 : 2 o 12 3 1I 4 0 I) 3 :
:34179 17 16 3 0 0 I) 3 : 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 : 0 0 0 2 : 0 0 0 2 :1 0 0 0 2 :
:Engnring ""
: 13029 liS 15 5 : I) 0 0 3 : 0 0 0 4 0 0 4 :: I I) 0 4 I I 0 0 4 :: 0 0 0 4 :
114049 :14 14 4 : 1 0 I) 2 .I 1 o 10 2 If 0 0 0 3 II 3 o 13 2 .I 1 0 0 3 I: 1 0 8 2 I
114051 116 13 5 : 0 0 0 2 : 1 0 0 3 : 5 0 0 1 :: 0 0 0 2 :: 2 0 0 1 :: 5 0 5 3 I

" " II
"

II

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_._--------------
:Test : lst : :2nd : :Jrd : :4th : :5th : :6th

lPersonal:Scores :Quarter : :Quarter l :Quarti!r l lQuarter : :9uarter : :Quarter
:Code :---------:------------:~------------::------------;:------------:~------------::------------::. e 0 :v a 5 p : ~v il s p nv a s II : :v a 5 II ~: v a 5 p : :v a 5 II

,,
:-_______ :_________ :____________ :~---------_--::------------::------------::------------J:------------:
:l1ining " " " " "" " " " "
: 11001 113 9 6 l 0 0 0 3 :: 0 0 0 3 II 0 0 5 J :: 4 0 0 2 1:26 o 10 o :: 4 0 5 1 :
: 11007 113 !5 4 : 0 0 0 3 :1 0 0 0 4 : 0 0 0 4 :: 0 0 0 4 :: 0 0 0 4 :: 0 0 0
: 11009 :1314 8 I 0 0 0 3 II 3 0 0 2 I 7 0 0 2 I I 3 0 0 2 ::8 0 0 1 :: 5 0 0 2
:12016 : 9 10 7 : 0 0 0 3 :: 0 0 0 3 : 1 0 0 4 :: 0 0 0 4 u 0 0 0 4 :1 0 0 0 4
:12019 : 11 14 5 : 0 0 0 2 :: 4 0 0 2 :10 0 0 2 I: 4 0 0 2 l l 3 0 0 2 :: 5 0 2 2
:12021 : 11 11 5 : 1 0 0 3 :: 3 0 0 2 : 5 0 8 2 : l23 o 10 1 :: 5 o 15 1 :: 8 o 53 1
:13024 :11 14 4 : 1 0 0 2 :: 1 0 1 2 : 3 0 0 2 :: 0 0 0 2 :: 0 0 0 3 : I 1 0 0 3
114033 :12 10 6 : 4 o 15 I : I 6 0 0 I " " ,.

" • "
114034 112 15 & : 4 0 0 2 :: 2 0 0 2 I 2 o 10 2 "

,.
"

,.
114039 :t3 12 2 : 2 0 0 2 :: 1 0 0 : 1 0 0 2 :: 4 0 0 1 : 1 0 0 2 I: 4 o 10 1 :
: 15053 :12 15 7 I 1 0 0 2 : I 1 0 5 3 'I 3 0 0 2 I: 9 0 0 2 : 0 0 8 2 :: 0 0 0 3 :
: 15054 :13 15 4 0 0 0 2 :: 1 0 0 3 : 0 0 0 2 :: 0 0 0 2 ': 0 0 3 2 :: 0 0 0 2 I
:16061 : 11 10 6 0 0 0 3 :: 0 0 0 4 I 0 0 0 3 :: 0 0 0 4 : 0 0 0 4 :: 0 0 0 4 :
: 17074 :12 14 7 & 0 5 1 :: 9 o 14 0 : 8 0 9 o " .,

" "
: 17078 : 9 13 7 0 0 0 2 : I 0 0 6 2 I 0 0 0 2 : 0 0 0 3 I 1 0 0 2 I I 1 0 0 2 :
aBOBO :t2 9 5 0 0 0 2 II 0 0 0 2 I 1 0 0 2 : 1 0 0 3 110 0 0 3 I: 0 0 0 3 :
:21088 : 11 14 14 0 5 : I 9 o 25 : 0 o 20 0 " "." ,.
:21089 11320 4 : 2 0 2 : 1 0 0 : 2 0 2 : 1 0 3 I: 2 0 5 : I 1 0 0 3 :

:21090 112 12 7 : 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 : 1 0 0 : 3 0 0 :: 3 0 0 I: 2 0 0 3 :
:21091 : 12 10 4 ; 2 0 0 : 1 0 0 ,: 2 0 0 : 5 0 0 :: 5 0 0 :: 4 0 0 l :

:22099 112 14 4 : 0 0 0 1 : 0 0 0 2 :: 0 0 0 4 : 0 0 0 4 :1 0 0 0 4 :: 0 0 0 4 :

122tOO :1217 5 I 2 0 0 2 I 1 0 0 2 II 5 0 0 1 : 4 0 0 1 : I 4 o 12 1 :: 6 0 9 1 •
:22103 :12 13 4 : 0 0 0 2 : 1 0 0 2 u 1 0 5 2 : 2 0 6 2 I: 4 0 0 2 :: 2 0 0 2
:23106 :12 16 2 : 7 0 0 4 :10 0 0 3 :: 6 0 0 2 : 1 0 0 3 : 1 0 0 3 :1 6 0 1 3
:24120 113 19 5 : 4 0 0 : 4 0 0 :: 3 0 0 : 4 0 4 I 3 0 5 : I 3 0 0 3
:24122 :11 15 5 : 1 0 0 : 1 0 0 I: 0 0 5 : 5 0 7 I 1 0 0 I: 0 0 0 1
127148 : 9 15 7 : 0 0 0 2 : 0 0 0 2 ::3 0 5 2 : 0 0 0 2 : 1 0 0 4 I: 1 o 10 4
:32155 III 13 5 I 0 0 4 3 : 2 0 0 2 :: 4 0 1 2 .I 7 0 0 2 : 3 0 0 2 :: 5 0 1 3 •
:33168 : 13 16 7 : 0 0 9 2 :: 1 0 0 l :: 2 I) 3 3 :: 4 0 1 2 : 3 0 0 1 :: 3 0 0 2 I

:33171 113 16 5 : 3 0 5 2 :: 4 0 0 2 II 5 0 0 2 :: 2 0 8 2 : 2 0 0 2 :: 3 0 S 2 :
133m : 10 13 9 : 0 o· 0 2 :: 0 0 0 4 I: 0 0 0 4 :: 0 0 0 2 ': 0 o 20 2 :: 0 o 15 2 I

133l7b :13 17 7 : 2 0 1 2 :: 2 0 0 3 :: 0 0 0 3 :: 0 0 0 3 :: 2 0 0 3 :: 0 0 0 4 I
" .. "

,. "., .. " "
••------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:Test list
:Personal:Scores :Quarter

112nd
::Quarbr

: :3rd
::Quarti!r

11m
: IQuarti!r

I :5th
::Quartl!r

:im
::Quarter

{Code :---------~------------~~------------~;------------~~------------I:------------~;------------:
:1 C 0 :v asp Ilv i 5 P :Iv asp :Iv i 5 P ::v asp :Iv asp :

:--------:--------_._-----------::------------::------------;:------------::------------::------------:
J II II If If

•• " ., II:".Craft :
:11008 :13 15 6 0
:12015 110 18 7 0
:14037 : 9 15 10 1
:14038 '13 13 6 1
:14041 12 15 6 0
:14042 11 16 9 2
:16059 13 16 6, 0
:16060 1020 8: 0
:16063 9 16 7: 6
:17070 ,10 15 9 : 1
:17073 :13 11 8: 1
:17075 :13 14 9: 2
:17076 :10 15 3 I 0
:17077 1314 6: 0
:23115 12 18 9 : 1
:27152 13 16 7: 0
:Engnrng
: 11012
:11013
113029
114043
114046
114047
114048
:16066
116069
116067
:18079

10 14 8: 6 0 10
10 16 5 I 0 0 0
,10 18 9 I 0 0 4
III 6 7: 2 0 0
113 16 6: 0 0 5
113 16 4 I 2 0 0
:13 16 5 I 0 0 0
:10 19 9: 2 0 0
112 17 4 : 0 0 0
III 15 4 : 2 0 0
:13 13 5: 5 0 0

4 0 0 0 4:: 0
250 0
400 0
3 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
320 0
320 3
4 0 0 0
3 10 0 0
4 200
3 000
4 : 0 0 0

o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0

o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0o 0o 0
o 0
o 0o 2
o 0
o 0
o 0o 0
o 10
o 0
o 0

3 ,: 1
2 :: 2
4 :: 1
2 :: 0

2 ""3 :: 0
2 :: 2
2 :: 0
3 115
3 : :15
3 :: 1
1 : :22
3 :13
3 ::0
3 I' 0
2' S
3 6
4 0
2 6

150 5
320 0
2, 0 0 12
2 I 1 0 0
2 :0 0 0
2 :: 0 0 0
2 :: 0 0 0
1 :: 8 0 0
311000
2 :: 1 0 0
2 I: 0 0 3

004':000

033 : 0 0 0
002 :5 0 0
003 : 0 0 0
002 120 0
001 : 9 0 0
003:1011
o 5
o 0
o 0
o 0o 0
o 2
o 5
o 5

3 ,:2
3 :1 0
3 ::0
2 :: 1
2 :: 6
4 :: 0
1 :: 1

""

4 I: 0

3 :: 0
2 :: 1
3 :: 2 0 0

o 0
o 0
o 0

2 I: 6
2 : '16
3 4

o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 25
o 0

2 2
2 1
3 0
2 9
1 : 1
4 : 0
2 :: 0

,.,.

.,.,

o 0 o 04:

II

"

4 II 0
II

"o 0 3:: 1
e 0 2 :: 0

2 :: 1
2 II 3
1 :: 6
3 : I 1

o 031
o 0 1:
o 0 2 :
o 0 3:
o 0 I I

003

..
"3 :: 8 0 0

3 :: 1 0 0
2 :: 1 0 7
2 :: 4 0 2
3 130 0
2 : 3 0 0
2 :0 0 0
3':100
3 : 0 0 0
3 : 0 0 0
2 :0 0 0

II

"o 0o 0
o 0
o 0o 4
o 0
o 0

2::00202
2 :: 1 0 0 2
3 I: 1 0 0 3
If: 1 12 0 2
2 :: 6 0 4 1
4 :: 0 0 0 4
4110004
"II

2 ::0 0 0 2:: 4 0 5 2 :14 0 2 2:
3 I: 4 0 5 3 ': 2 0 0 3:14 0 0 3 I
2 ::10 0 0 2 :10 0 2 1 ::24 0 10 0:
1 ,: 2 0 0 1 : 7 0 0 O:f 0 0 0 1:
3 15 0 0 2 : 2 0 0 2 I: 1 0 0 2 I
3 : 0 0 0 3 : 2 026 2 ::1 0 0 3 I
3 : 0 0 0 2 : 1 0 0 2:: 1 0 0 3:
1 : 7 0 5 1 :15 0 5 0:: 12 0 8 0 f
4 : 1 0 0 4:10 0 0 3:: 0 0 0 3 I
2 f 5 0 5 1 If 6 0 0 2 If 2 0 0 2:
2 : 1 0 0 4:: 1 0 0 3:: I 0 0 3:

I "I II

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:
II
II
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English Test

NATIONAL COAL BOARD

SELECTION TESTS



English Test

Seotion One

Instruotions, to the candidate.
In each question a word is given in CAPITAL letters, followed
by five other words. ONE of these five words means the same,
or nearly the same, as the word in CAPITAL letters.
Deoide whioh word it is and write its letter on the answer· sheet.

Example

EMULATE
(a)

Condemn
(b)

Engage
(0)

Copy
(d)

Embalm
(e)

Collaborate

Answer: (0)

Followed by Questions 1 to 25
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English Test

Section Two

Instructions to candidate
Each sentence e%p~ains the meaning of one of the words identified
by letters in brackets. Decide which word it is and write
its letter on the answer sheet.

Example
An object which compels the highest admiration is

described as:
(a)

Harmonic
(b)

Admonished
(0)

Exquisite
(d)

Extenuated
(a)

Nioe

Answer: (c)

Followed by Questions 26 to 45.
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English Test

Section Three

Instructions to candidate
Choose the word in brackets which~ completes each sentenoe
and write its letter on the answer sheet.

Example
For the museum to identify the spider which Jones had seen,

his description of it had to be quite
Ca)

Immaculate
Cb)

Pacific
(c)

Clever
(d)

Long
(e)

Precise

Answer: (e)

Followed by Questions 46 to 60.
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Mathematios Test



Mathematics Test

This test contains sixty questions on the following ideas:-

(a) Addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of
whole numbers

(b) Addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of
decimals

(c) Addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of
fractions

(d) Interconversion of decimals and fractions
(e) Percentages
ef) Units of linear measurement. Area of rectangles
(g) Relationship between speed, time and distanoe
(h) Square roots and cube roots
(i) Algebraic equations containing one unknown
(j) Addition, subtraction and multiplication of algebraio

expressions
(k) Area and perimeter of circles and triangles
(1) Pythagoras Theorem

iv -



Part Three

Mechanical Comprehension Test

•
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Meohanioal Comprehension Test

This test contains questions on basic general scienoe
(e.g. melting points, boiling points, oxidation, oonduotion of
heat), as well as simp~e meohanics. The latter category covers
the ideas of gear and pulley ratios, mechanical equilibrium
and hydrostatio pressure.

There are twenty questions in all.

- v-



Part Four

Electrical Comprehension Test
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Electrical Comprehension Test

The final test consists of twenty questions ranging from
a simple knowledge of the household electric plug through
application of Ohm's Law to practical circuit testing.

vi
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Trainee Test 1 Test 2 Min Crft OHs
26141 39 34 17 17 "'!'_,

26137 29 28 14 16 3

26138 20 40 18 15 5

26139 20 18 13 2

26140 11 18 15 2

(Max.60) (Ma:-:.60)

Only a few of the trainees had these results recorded

and those did not relate significantly with the profile
scores.
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Appendix xii

sum·WiY

Introduction

JCB~~TCH is a recently developed measure of occupational interests
for use in careers guidance and counselling. It is intended to
identify job or work areas towards which individuals should be
well disposed and to steer them clear of those where they vlould be
less happy. An individual's answers to the JOB~~TCH questionnaire
are oompared with likes and dislikes expressed by people in
specifio oooupations to identify those oooupations with whioh
the individual has a lot in common. In these occupations, he is
more likely to be oontent and to work well, provided he has the
necessary abilities.

This study examined the potential applioations of JOB~aTGH to AnCO
especially as an aid to selection. 348 trainees in a range of
oourses completed the JOB~~TCH questionnaire, and were evaluated
by their instructors. Aptitude test results were also available
for some·of the trainees.

Results

It was shewn that JOB~~TCH could effeotively discriminate between
different groups of trainees e.g. welding trainees soared highest
on the welder profile, office prooedures trainees scored highest on
the secretary profile, and so on. This suggests that JOBMATCH is
a valid measure of oocupational interest. However, the relationship
between JOBMATCH soores and instructor ratings was very weak,
indicating that oooupational interests are not acourate prediotors
of performance, and are well below the level of aocuraoy obtained
using aptitude tests.

Conolusions

It is recommended that JOBb~TCH should not be used in making
seleotion deoisions about trainees, but that it has considerable
potential as an aid to oareer planning and guidance. Optimum use
of Jobmatoh would require a cooperative effort on the part of the
various agenoies operating in the area of career guidanoe, training
and employment to produoe an Irish version of JCBr,1ATCH.
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Report on the Use of the Job Disposition Questionnaire with Electricity Supply

In~ustry Training Committee apprentices ( Phase II )
The Job Disposition Questionnaire (JDQ) vas administered to applicants for
apprenticeships in 1977. The answers were not considered in the selection process.
Those who were accepted and who vere still employed three years later completed
the questionnaire again at that date. At this time ve received, also, the
apprentices' scores on their pre-selection tests together with an instructor's
assessment on each trainee for Further Education, Practical Skill and Attitude.
The instructors' assessments were on a three point scale, those for Further Educ-
ation and Practical Skill being based on latest examination or test results.
The result of the analysis of the original responses to the JDQ has been reported
earlier. This final report is concerned with the data received after the third
year. The questions to be ansvered are:-

1. Does the JDQ predict labour turnover doring a three year period?
2. Do the responses to the JDQ change over the three year period?
3. Can the JDQ be of use in predicting achievement?

1. Labour Turnover
Of the 5~5 starters in 1977, 76 (14~) had left before the end of the third
year of apprenticeship. The mean scores of stayers and leavers on the Elec-
trical Apprentice Profile are not significantly different. (Table 1).
However, 3.9% of leavers scored 10 or less and only 1.5~ of those who stayed
scored as low as this. (As reported previously the mean score of those who
left during the first year was not different from that of those who stayed.)

2. Change in response pattern to JDQ after three years
In Phase I of this project in Which the Electrical Apprentice Profile was
formed using fourth year apprentices it was found that the mean score for
schoolboys on the profile was 13.1 whilst that for young workers vas 14.4 •.
It was therefore to be erpected that there would be some increase in the mean
scores of apprentices retested after three years. The test/retest mean .
scores on the Electrical Apprentice Profile of the whole sample and by trade
are shown in Table 2, and as erpected the mean score is higher on retest.
In fact, these latter scores are remarkably similar to those obtained by the
established apprentices in Phase It on whose responses the profiles were
formed. When scoring each trade on the seven Placement Profiles it was found
that the mean score of the apprentices on their own trade profiles increased
on retest whilst their mean score on other trades did not, and in fact it
frequently decreased. (Tbis suggests the possibility that a retest on JDQ
might be advantageous before trade placement.) One observation on the test/
retest results on the Electrical Apprentice Profile is interesting. Of those
wbo were given the best rankine in terms of Attitude*only 21~ showed a decrease
in their JDQ retest score OD this profile Whilst ~f those ranked worst \9%
showed a decre~se (significance p • 0.025 U8in1~ test)•.
Tbe correlation on Electrical Apprentice Profile of test/retest for the whole
sample (N = ~50) is 0.20 (p = 0.001). For Electricians (N = 195) and Electrical
Fitters (Generating) (N = 5~) the correlationa are 0.23 and 0.39 respectively
(p = 0.002). With the other trades, the correlations are not significant.
The percentage responses to each question on test and retest are shown in
Table 3 even Where large changes occur such as 10 and 11, these folloW closely
the tre~d of differences in response patterns between schoolboys and young
workers. (ITRU publication 5L11).
-------------------------_._ .._._-----
* Attitude: defined as Motivation, interest and commitment to craft work.
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3. Pre-selection test scores in prediction of achievement

i

Since the ESITC are interested in the JDQ as part of their selection pro-
cedures, this section of the report considers the instructors' assessment of
achievement in relation to the apprentices' scores at time of selection.
They were studied under three headings:

(a) JDQ

(b) Other pre-selection tests
(c) JDQ and other pre-selection tests

Ranking on Attitude is, of course, subjective and the analysis was further
hampered because so few apprentices were given the lowest ranking (less than
5~). It was decided to add together the rankings on Further Education,
Practical Skill and Attitude to obtain a total assessment for each trainee.
Thus those ranked best in all three categories would have a score ot three and
those ranked worst in all three categories would have a score of nine.
(a) JDQ in relation to instructors' assessments

The total assessment scores were analysed in relation to the trainees'
score on the Electrical Apprentice Profile and also on their trade profiles.
Study of Tables % indicates that trainees in most trades are likely to have
a lower assessment in terms of Further Education, Practical Skill and
Attitude if they scored Iowan both the Electrical Apprentice Profile and
the trade profiles. The number of trainees in some groups ego Jointers,
Linesmen, Electrical Fitters (Distribution) are too small to be able to
consider the relevance 01 the generalisation to all trades, but it certainly
appears to hold good for the Generating Board trades where the group sizes
are larger. In view of the fact that these assessments are done by many
different instructors whose interpretation of the rankings will inevitably
vary, the degree to which scoring on these profiles would help remove some
poor trainees with loss of only a few good ones is remarkable.

(b) Other pre-selection tests compared with instructor assessments
Aa vas found in an earlier ITRU study with ESITC apprentices, (ITRU research
paper SL10) there is little correlation between pre-selection test results
and assessment of third year apprentices. Looking at the whole sample the
beat correlation is with the National Institute of Industrial Psychology
(NIIP) Vincent Mechanical Diagram Test taken by 55 apprentices which
gave a correlation of 0.35 with Further Education. The majority of appren-
tices take the Vernon Ravens Gupta battery where Vernon shows up best in
relation to Further Education at 0.13 with a sample of 2%%. If individual
trades are considered other correlations show up where the groups are
large ~nough. (Table 5a and 5b). In viev of the small samples of Linesmen
and J01nters taking the NIIP tests too mnch reliance should not be placed
on these resul ts.

(c) JDQ and other pre-selection testa in relation to Instructor assessment
A study was undertaken to see if the JDQ could live information to selectors
which was not obtained from. the conventional test batteries. Those takiq
NIIP tests vere considered separately from. those doing Vernon, Ravens and
Gupta.
In leneral terms those scoring a total of less than 50 on the NIIP tests
were more likely to obtain a lood as.eaament if they acored high (ie 16
or more) on the Electrical Apprentice Profile. Similarly, by adding
tolether the scores for Vernon, Bavena and Gupta (where all three were
available) it was obaerved that those scoring les8 than 120 were more
frequently aase.sed well if their Electrical Apprentice Profile score va.
hilh (ie 16 or more).
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Conclusion

1. As has been found in other projects the JDQ in terms of mean scores is not a
good predictor of labour turnover, although really low scorers on the Electrical
Apprentice Profile do tend to leave.
The use of the JDQ for discussion at interview could be helpful in terms of part-
icular job requirements ego working at heights for linesmen and staying in one
position for instrument mechanics.
2. An applicant whose score was low on both the Electrical Apprentice Profile and
the placement profiles of the trade to which he is a,llocated is less likely to be
assessed as good in terms of Further Education, Practical Skill and Attitude.

3. It would seem advantageous that an Electrical Apprentice Profile score of at
least 16 should be expected from applicants whose scores on the conventional test
batteries are at the lower end of the acceptable marks.
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